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Abstract

Much of the functional sequence in the human genome is devoted to regulatory el-

ements, which control when during development and where in the body genes are

active. Cis-regulatory elements have been shown to contribute to human evolution

and disease, but the function of most regulatory elements in the human genome is

unannotated, and the grammatical rules for how regulatory function is encoded in

DNA sequence are unknown. This dissertation describes the application of a suite of

novel computational genomics tools in 1) a genome-wide screen to broadly annotate

the binding site composition and biological function of regulatory elements in the

human and mouse genomes, and 2) a study of development of the mouse neocortex,

a mammalian-specific brain region that underlies higher cognitive functions.

The genome-wide screen, termed PRISM for “Predicting Regulatory Information

from Single Motifs”, combines accurate transcription factor binding site prediction us-

ing a novel “excess conservation score” with GREAT, a tool for functional enrichment

analysis of regulatory regions. The excess conservation score identifies binding sites

that are conserved more strongly than surrounding nucleotides, a signature which

suggests specific evolutionary constraint on the binding site. Binding site prediction

with the excess conservation score outperforms the previous state-of-the-art for 44

of 47 examined transcription factors. The genome-wide PRISM screen identifies a

biological function for 109,748 mostly distal binding sites in regulatory elements as-

sociated with 7,692 different target genes at an overall false discovery rate of 15%.

Many of the predictions are supported by prior literature, but the majority of predic-

tions are novel and thus provide hypotheses for further experimental study. A web

portal – http://PRISM.stanford.edu – presents the data to biomedical researchers.
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The case study of neocortex development combines computational analysis of

regulatory elements with high-throughput sequencing techniques to uncover gene in-

teraction networks in a rapid, non-targeted manner that is not possible with classical

genetics methods. ChIP-seq for the enhancer-associated co-activator protein p300 in

dissected neocortex from E14.5 mouse embryos identifies 6,629 candidate enhancer re-

gions. The candidate enhancers are enriched near genes expressed in E14.5 neocortex

and important to neocortex development. Eight of ten candidates tested in a mouse

transgenic enhancer assay drive activity in specific patterns within the neocortex.

Surprisingly, 23% of the 6,629 candidates are evolutionarily conserved beyond mam-

mals and thus pre-date the mammalian innovation of the neocortex. Motif analysis

identifies Neurod, Lhx/Lmx, Nfi, Rfx, and Ctcf motifs enriched within the candidate

enhancers, and the motifs are connected to specific functions and diseases. I propose

an approach to utilize such a combination of computational binding site analysis

and functional genomics enhancer assays to identify tissue-specific gene regulatory

networks. I demonstrate the approach by predicting targets of Rbpj.

These studies extend our knowledge of regulatory elements in the human genome,

provide a suite of novel methods and tools, and illustrate how characterization of

regulatory elements offers a novel perspective to genetic and genomic studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The complete hereditary information for humans is contained in the approximately

three billion (3× 109) deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) basepairs of the human genome,

which provides a blueprint for managing all biological processes required by the human

body [62]. The best understood class of elements in the genome are the 20,000 coding

genes, which provide instructions to produce the proteins that comprise much of the

human body [25]. Despite being the origin of the name “genome”, the 20,000 protein

coding “genes” comprise only 1.5% of the basepairs in the genome [44].

All of the approximately ten trillion (1013) cells in an adult human derive from a

series of duplications of a single zygote cell [1]. Thus (with a few notable exceptions),

all cells contain the same genome and hence the same instructions. Yet, because

different cells utilize different portions of the shared genome, the human body contains

hundreds of different cell types, each with markedly distinct properties [1].

Approximately one million (106) cis-regulatory elements in the genome form a

control layer and function as switches that activate or inactivate genes in specific

cell types [73]. By current estimates, cis-regulatory elements comprise up to 10% of

the genome [37], meaning that much more of the genome is devoted to controlling

gene activity than to encoding how to produce proteins. The grammar of this large

and critical class of genomic elements is poorly understood. In other words, current

knowledge is too limited to effectively predict the function of a cis-regulatory element

from its DNA sequence. A fuller understanding of cis-regulatory grammar would

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

empower studies of development, evolution, and disease [30].

1.1 Organization

In this work, I describe my efforts to annotate the biological function of the cis-

regulatory elements in the human genome and further to utilize an improved un-

derstanding of the grammar of cis-regulatory elements to uncover gene regulatory

networks that underlie specific biological processes.

Chapter 2 introduces the classes of cis-regulatory elements and transcription fac-

tors, describes methods for characterizing the biophysical binding preferences of spe-

cific transcription factors for DNA, and details the GREAT approach [76] for inferring

the biological function of a set of regulatory elements.

Chapter 3 introduces two novel methods: excess conservation based binding site

prediction and the PRISM approach to annotating gene regulatory networks. I de-

velop the novel excess conservation score and demonstrate that it locates transcription

factor binding sites in the genome more accurately than the previous state of the art.

I combine the improved binding site prediction with GREAT in a novel statistical

framework that infers gene regulatory networks through which a transcription factor

regulates target genes in a specific biological process. The combination of accurate

binding site prediction and GREAT is termed PRISM for “Predicting Regulatory

Information from Single Motifs”. The PRISM approach identifies 2,543 transcription

factor function predictions that annotate 109,748 mostly distal binding sites near

7,692 different target genes across the human and mouse genomes.

As complement to the PRISM method’s broad screen of regulatory function in the

human genome, Chapter 4 details an application of the same tools to a focused case

study of neocortex development. I introduce a novel approach that combines compu-

tational analysis of regulatory elements with high-throughput sequencing techniques

to uncover gene interaction networks in a rapid, non-targeted manner that is not

possible with classical genetics methods.

Chapter 5 discusses conclusions and suggestions for future work.



Chapter 2

Cis-regulation and transcription

factors

Cis-regulatory elements are clusters of transcription factor binding sites that affect

the rate of transcription of a target gene, often in a tissue-specific manner [13, 30, 47].

While many genes are pleiotropic (having multiple functions), cis-regulatory elements

tend to be more modular [18]. Thus, cis-regulatory elements are less constrained and

form an ideal substrate for evolution. Cis-regulatory changes have been connected to

phenotype evolution in fruit flies and stickleback fish [18, 21]. Cis-regulatory elements

have also been connected to human disease [38, 64]. In fact, most of the genomic

regions associated with human diseases and phenotypes by genome-wide association

studies (GWAS) do not contain protein coding genes, and many likely affect gene

regulation [43].

A typical cis-regulatory element is on the order of 100 to 1,000 DNA basepairs [47]

and contains binding site for multiple transcription factor proteins, thereby mediating

combinatorial control of target gene expression [98].

2.1 Classes of cis-regulatory elements

The major classes of cis-regulatory elements in the genome are promoters, enhancers,

silencers, and insulators. Each class has a different functional role and is correlated

3



CHAPTER 2. CIS-REGULATION AND TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS 4

with different characteristic epigenetic modifications [73].

Promoters lie proximal to a target gene and interact with distal regulatory ele-

ments to control gene expression. The presence of high levels of tri-methylation of

histone 3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me3), acetylation of histone 3 at lysine 27 (H3K27ac), and

the absence of mono-methylation of histone 3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me1) are characteristic

of promoters [34].

Enhancers are distal elements that activate gene expression by interacting with

gene promoters. The presence of high levels of H3K4me1 and H3K27ac are character-

istic of active enhancer regions [34]. Enhancers are also characterized by sensitivity to

DNAse I and are often bound by the transcriptional-coactivator p300 [60]. Enhancers

typically exhibit cell-type specific behavior, and the enhancer repertoires of different

cell types show little overlap [34].

Silencers, or repressors, quench gene activity. Silencers are less well characterized

than enhancers, and few examples of cis-acting silencers are known. It is thought that

silencers or transcripts from silencers direct polycomb repressive complexes 1 and 2

(PRC1 and PRC2) to target regions. The polycomb complexes drive tri-methylation

of H3K27 (H3K27me3), a repressive mark [60].

Insulators function as boundaries that block the interaction between an enhancer

or silencer and a promoter [17]. They define separate regions of regulatory control

and prevent a cis-regulatory element that targets one gene from interfering with

another neighboring gene [60]. In vertebrates, insulators are commonly bound by the

CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) [60]. Unlike enhancers, regions bound by CTCF are

stable across cell types [34].

2.2 Identification of cis-regulatory elements

There are three common methods in use today to identify cis-regulatory elements in

the genome: evolutionary conservation, enhancer bashing, and chromatin immuno-

precipitation followed by high throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq).
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2.2.1 Evolutionary conservation

Random mutations occur at a rate of approximately 10−8 per basepair [121, 99]

when duplicating the genome. Mutations that occur in functional regions of the

genome often interfere with the encoded function and decrease the fitness of the

organism. The force of natural selection works to remove such deleterious mutations

from the population. In contrast, mutations that occur in “junk” regions of the

genome typically have no effect on organismal fitness and are more likely to be passed

to future generations. Over evolutionary time, this results in a trend of functional

regions of the genome evolving more slowly more than the “neutral rate” of junk

DNA; thus, functional regions often exhibit higher sequence identity between related

species than do junk regions. With the availability of tens of mammalian genomes,

this evolutionary principle provides an approach to identify functional elements in the

genome by identifying regions that are more similar across species than is observed

for neutral regions [9, 104, 116].

With the currently available methods and genomes, at least 5% and up to 10%

of the human genome appears under evolutionary constraint and hence is putatively

functional [37, 116]. As protein coding genes comprise only 1.5% of the genome, most

of the functional sequence is non-coding [44]. The so-called “conserved non-coding

elements” (CNEs) of the genome include multiple classes of functional elements, such

as non-coding RNAs and origins of replication. However, evidence suggests that a

great number of the approximately one million (106) CNEs in the human genome

are cis-regulatory elements [9, 26]. Most convincingly, a large functional genomics

screen of conserved elements showed that approximately half of the over 1,000 tested

conserved elements act as enhancers at a single assayed timepoint [90]. Looking at

the set of CNEs as a whole, the elements are enriched near genes that are involved

in development and transcription regulation, genes that require exquisite control of

their expression [9].
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2.2.2 Enhancer bashing

The enhancer bashing approach to identify cis-regulatory elements is to test a large

genomic region around a gene for enhancer activity. Then, enhancer bashing dissects

the large region into progressively smaller fragments until a sufficiently local region

with regulatory activity is identified [70]. Enhancer bashing is an incremental ap-

proach for any gene, but it is particularly difficult for transcription factors, which

tend to reside in “gene deserts” and thus have huge regulatory domains [76, 87].

2.2.3 Chromatin immunoprecipitation with high throughput

sequencing (ChIP-seq)

The advent of ultra high throughput sequencing techniques and the availability of as-

sembled reference genomes empowered a variety of genome-wide assays, with ChIP-

seq being among the most popular and powerful. ChIP-seq combines chromatin

immunoprecipitation with high throughput sequencing. It is used to analyze protein

interactions with DNA or epigenetic modifications of the DNA [88]. First, chro-

matin is gathered from a tissue or cell line of interest. Then, formaldehyde is used

to crosslink proteins to DNA. The chromatin is sheared into small fragments using

sonication. Next, an antibody to the protein or histone modification of interest is

used to immunoprecipitate the DNA fragments that are bound to the protein or have

the modification. Crosslinks are removed, and the immunoprecipitated DNA is se-

quenced. The sequenced fragments are mapped to a reference, and “peaks” with a

surprisingly high number of reads are identified. The peaks represent binding sites of

the protein to DNA or DNA regions with the histone modification [8].

ChIP-seq with antibodies for transcription factors identifies regulatory elements

bound by the transcription factor in the assayed context. ChIP-seq with antibod-

ies to the enhancer-associated co-activator protein p300 or to the histone modifica-

tions H3K27ac or H3K4me1 have proven to be effective approaches to identify tissue-

specific enhancers in the genome regardless of which transcription factor binds the

enhancer [28, 113]. Importantly, ChIP-seq is context-specific, meaning that ChIP-seq

in liver cells is informative about the liver but not necessarily other contexts. This
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stands in contrast to evolutionary conservation. Thus, ChIP-seq identifies tissue-

specific regulatory elements but is limited by sample availability. Evolutionary con-

servation identifies regulatory elements across a range of tissues, but conservation

itself does not connect a regulatory element to its function.

2.3 Transcription factors

Approximately 1,500 to 2,000 of the 20,000 protein coding genes in the genome encode

transcription factors, proteins that regulate gene activity by binding to cis-regulatory

elements in a sequence-specific manner [36, 111]. A transcription factor protein con-

tains at least one DNA binding domain, which has an affinity for DNA. Transcription

factors can be categorized by DNA binding domain, and proteins with related do-

mains tend to have similar preferences for DNA. The major families of transcription

factors in the human genome are: zinc finger C2H2 (≈670 members), homeodomain

(≈250), basic helix-loop-helix (≈87), basic leucine zipper (≈51), nuclear hormone

receptor (≈50), forkhead (≈50), high mobility group (≈40), and ETS (≈27) [51].

2.3.1 Models of transcription factor binding preferences

Transcription factors recognize short 6 to 20 basepair motifs in DNA [74]. As many

transcription factor binding motifs show little dependence between positions, they

are often modeled using a position frequency matrix (PFM) that assumes complete

position independence [106]. Each position is modeled as a multinomial probability

vector: πk =< πA
k , π

C
k , π

G
k , π

T
k >, where πT

k = 1 − πA
k − πC

k − πG
k , and the frequency

matrix strings the positions together into a matrix:

Position 1 2 · · · n

A πA
1 πA

2 · · · πA
n

C πC
1 πC

2 · · · πC
n

G πG
1 πG

2 · · · πG
n

T πT
1 πT

2 · · · πT
n
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To identify matches to a motif in a DNA sequence, the position frequency matrix

is transformed into a position weight matrix (PWM), and the matrix is used to score

all substrings in the DNA sequence [106]. A threshold is defined, and strings that

score above the threshold are considered motif matches and hence putative binding

sites. Two transformations of a PFM Π into a PWM Ψ are in common use. The first

employs log-likelihood weighting where: ψX
i = log(πX

i ). Under this interpretation, the

score of a DNA substring represents its probability of being generated by the PFM

model Π [106]. The second interpretation employs information content weighting.

The information content of a column is the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the

uniform distribution:

IC(< πA, πC , πG, πT >) = 2 +
∑

j∈{A,C,G,T}
πj · log2(π

j) (2.1)

With information content weighting, ψX
i = IC(< πA

i , π
C
i , π

G
i , π

T
i >) × πX

i . This

scheme explicitly gives more weight to columns with non-uniform base distribu-

tions [55].

2.3.2 Characterizing transcription factor binding preferences

A number of experimental techniques allow the characterization of the binding pref-

erences of a transcription factor and hence the creation of a position weight matrix

model. For many years, the most common method was Systematic Evolution of

Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX), which begins with a random pool of

oligonucleotides and proceeds with a series of rounds of selection using the transcrip-

tion factor of interest. In each round, the oligonucleotides that bind to the tran-

scription factor are eluted and amplified for the next round of selection [31]. SELEX

typically identifies only the most strongly bound DNA sequences and is unable to

characterize the relative preferences of a transcription factor for all DNA sequences.

More modern techniques like protein binding microarrays enable high throughput and

nearly complete characterization of the in vitro binding preferences of a transcription

factor. A protein binding microarray (PBM) represents all possible DNA 10-mers on
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a microarray [11]. The transcription factor of interest is tagged and washed over the

microarray. The relative preference of the factor for all 10-mers is then inferred from

the observed binding of the factor to each of the microarray probes. Protein binding

microarrays have been used to characterize most members of the homeodomain and

ETS transcription factor families from mouse [10, 117]. PBM and other new tech-

niques, such as massively parallel SELEX [51] and methods based on microfluidics [35]

and microwells [40], promise to characterize the binding preferences of all mouse and

human transcription factors in the coming years.

Another common approach to infer the binding preferences of a transcription

factor is to identify example binding sites for the factor in vivo and to employ motif

discovery tools to identify patterns enriched in the example sequences [6, 109]. ChIP-

seq provides hundreds to thousands of example binding sites in the genome from

which to infer a model. As ChIP-seq for more factors becomes available, analysis of

the identified binding sites will provide binding models for many factors.

2.4 Inferring the functions of a set of cis-regulatory

elements

ChIP-seq and comparative genomics techniques identify sets of cis-regulatory ele-

ments that share a common property, such as being bound by a particular transcrip-

tion factor or being derived from an interspersed repeat. The biological function of

most non-coding regions in the genome are unannotated. Thus, the biological func-

tion of a set of cis-regulatory elements is not readily determined by examining the

annotation of the bound regions. We recently developed a technique that leverages the

rich annotation of gene function to infer the biological function of sets of non-coding

cis-regulatory elements [76].

The “Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool” (GREAT) infers the

function of a set of genomic regions assuming that: 1) many of the genomic regions

share a functional role, and 2) the genomic regions act as cis-regulatory elements that

regulate nearby genes. GREAT assigns each gene in the genome a gene regulatory
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domain that consists approximately of the genomic span upstream and downstream

of the gene transcription start site up to the nearest gene. Each genomic region

in the input set is assigned to all genes in whose regulatory domain it falls, and

the biological annotations of the associated genes are applied to the genomic region.

GREAT then applies a statistical test to calculate the probability of the observed

number of genomic regions having a given annotation under the null model that the

regions were randomly selected from the genome. The GREAT genomic region based

analysis has been shown to be an effective approach to identifying the biological

function of a set of cis-regulatory elements [76].



Chapter 3

PRISM

3.1 Introduction

The complex spatiotemporal regulation of gene expression is a critical component in

vertebrate development, evolution, and disease [65, 113]. Understanding this regu-

lation involves unraveling the cis-regulatory architecture, namely the biological roles

of transcription factors, their target genes in different biological contexts, and the

regulatory elements such as promoters and enhancers through which they exert their

effect [80].

New technologies such as chromatin-immunoprecipitation followed by deep se-

quencing (ChIP-seq) measure the regulatory genome in action and have been used

in mammals to study transcription factor binding and histone modifications in the

context of different cells [26] and developing tissues [27, 113]. New tools have been

developed to interpret these data, from identifying ChIP-seq peaks [119] to analyzing

the biological functions of sets of regulatory elements [76]. These recently acquired

data underscore how little is known of the target genes and binding sites for even the

best studied transcription factors in the handful of contexts that have been assayed to

date. Nevertheless, the human genome encodes regulation for all transcription factors

in all spatiotemporal contexts. Genome-wide computational binding site prediction

holds the potential to reveal, or at least sample, the full regulatory information en-

coded in the genome. It offers a means to generate hypotheses and direct further

11
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experimentation without being limited by antibody availability or the accessibility of

the tissue and conditions under which a transcription factor is relevant.

Computational binding site prediction relies on a model of transcription factor

binding specificity, the most popular of which is the motif or position weight ma-

trix [107]. Recent years have seen the rapid accumulation of characterized motifs

for hundreds of transcription factors in public databases [16, 74, 85]. Still, accu-

rate computational binding site prediction remains a challenge despite decades of

progress [107, 120]. The inherent degeneracy of transcription factor specificity results

in millions of binding site predictions, while ChIP-seq data suggest that factors only

bind thousands of select locations in most measured conditions [26, 115]. The re-

cent availability of dozens of mammalian genomes has empowered methods that limit

binding site prediction to sites conserved across species [59]. Such methods utilize

the fundamental principle of comparative genomics – that evolutionary conservation

implies function. While this approach misses many actual binding sites [14, 102], the

sites it does highlight out of the millions of single species predictions are more likely

real binding events [120].

Standard gene enrichment analysis techniques identify functions shared by a sur-

prising number of genes in a gene set. Applying such techniques to binding site

predictions requires associating sites with target genes, which is complicated by the

unequal distribution of genes in the genome. Previous efforts have side-stepped this

issue by focusing on gene promoters [29, 32, 105], which ignores the vast majority of

binding sites observed in ChIP-seq data [76]. Our recently developed Genomic Re-

gions Enrichment of Annotations Tool (GREAT) properly accounts for genomic biases

and incorporates both proximal and distal binding events, creating an opportunity to

extend binding site analysis from promoters to the full genome.

Here, we develop the PRISM (“Predicting Regulatory Information from Single

Motifs”) method, which combines genome-wide conserved binding site prediction

with transcription factor and binding site function prediction. We introduce the ex-

cess conservation score, an improved measurement of binding site conservation which

favors sites that are more conserved than neighboring nucleotides. We compile a

non-redundant, high-quality library from over 800 public transcription factor motifs,
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covering all major DNA binding domains, and predict 3.3 million binding sites for all

factors across the human and mouse genomes. We then place GREAT [76], a tool for

functional analysis of a set of cis-regulatory regions, in a novel statistical framework

that lets us predict transcription factor and binding site functions en masse. In to-

tal we infer over 2,500 transcription factor functions, covering nearly 7,700 different

target genes. We show that our inferences include hundreds of transcription factor

function predictions directly supported by existing literature and annotations, for

each of which we implicate tens to hundreds of novel binding sites. We also present

novel hypothesized transcription factor functions with supporting evidence. We of-

fer the PRISM predictions to the biomedical community through a web portal at

PRISM.stanford.edu.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Improving transcription factor binding site prediction

using excess conservation

A long line of previous works [120] has defined a methodology for predicting conserved

binding sites from a genome-wide multiple alignment and the position weight matrix,

or motif, representation of transcription factor binding specificity. However, focusing

on the motif alone ignores the surrounding sequence in which prediction is done.

Mammalian genomes are full of long (100 to 1,000bp), highly conserved non-coding

regions [116, 9]. The more conserved a longer genomic stretch is, the more likely it

is to include conserved binding site-like patterns in it by chance (see Figure 3.1B).

Accounting for this differential likelihood of false predictions has been valuable in

improving earlier methods [59].

We have developed an adjustment to the latest conservation metrics that accounts

for the conservation level of the predicted binding site’s immediate genomic vicinity

(Figure 3.1A-C). We assign each binding site prediction an “excess conservation”

score which measures how unlikely it is for the binding site to be conserved by chance

to the observed depth in a particular region of the genome based on the behavior
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Figure 3.1: PRISM excess conservation rescoring favors predicted transcription factor
binding sites conserved above their local environment. (A) Excess conservation uses the
abundance of conserved binding site predictions for shuffled versions of the input motif, in similarly
conserved 100bp genomic neighborhoods, to rescore conserved binding site predictions (framework
in green). (B) The NFYA binding site motif is equally conserved in the two shown loci. Yet it is
intuitively appealing to consider the left, less conserved 100bp neighborhood, more likely to con-
serve an actual NFYA site. (C) Left: Excess conservation plots made from all 100bp neighborhoods
conserved like the two loci in panel B. Y axis is −log10 of the likelihood of a shuffled NFYA motif
to achieve the motif conservation score on the X axis or higher by chance. Right: Because shuffled
versions of NFYA more easily achieve high motif conservation scores in loci like the right locus of
panel B, the excess conservation score of this NFYA prediction is lower. (D) Excess conservation
rescoring is shown to correct motif conservation-only binding site predictions towards the conserva-
tion profile observed in real ChIP-seq peaks. It also outperforms it in area-under-the-curve analysis
of 44 (94%) of 47 analyzed ChIP-seq sets (see text).
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of shuffled versions of its motif in similarly conserved regions of the genome (see

Methods in 3.3). The method explicitly favors binding sites that are conserved more

strongly than surrounding sequence, which suggests evolutionary constraint aimed at

transcription factor binding site preservation (Figure 3.1C). While motif conservation-

only metrics gravitate towards prediction in deeply conserved regions, the excess

conservation adjustment produces predictions with a conservation profile matching

closely to that of actual ChIP-seq binding sites (Figure 3.1D). The excess conservation

method also more accurately identifies binding sites, as measured by area under the

curve analysis of overlap with ChIP-seq, for 44 of 47 (94%) examined transcription

factors (Table A.1).

3.2.2 Genome-wide binding site prediction reveals trends in

mammalian transcription regulation

We obtained 389 motifs covering 289 factors from UniPROBE [85], 133 motifs covering

90 factors from JASPAR [16], and 294 motifs covering 151 factors from TransFac [74].

After careful semi-automated curation to select only high-quality, non-redundant mo-

tifs (see Methods in 3.3), we obtained 332 motifs, covering at least one member from

every major DNA binding domain family (Figure 3.2A). For each motif, we identified

the approximately 5,000 instances genome-wide with the highest excess conservation

scores, for a total of nearly 3.3 million predicted binding sites for the human and

mouse genomes across all motifs at a false positive rate of 0.6 (see Methods in 3.3).

While our predictions are encouragingly enriched in the proximal promoter (2.3 fold

compared to genome-wide expectation), over 90% of binding site predictions lies out-

side of proximal promoters (Figure 3.2B).

The predictions reveal interesting trends in the propensity of certain DNA binding

domain families to target genes more proximally or distally than others (Figure 3.2C).

We associate binding sites to target genes using default GREAT gene regulatory

domains (basal domain: 5kb upstream + 1kb downstream, distal domain: up to 1Mb

in each direction to the nearest basal domain), which we previously have shown is ideal

for analysis of distal binding sites from ChIP-seq [76]. For the most proximal family,
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Figure 3.2: Genome-wide excess conservation binding site predictions reveal fundamen-
tal properties of mammalian transcription regulation. (A) The curated library of 332
non-redundant high quality transcription factor motifs includes members of all major DNA binding
domain families. (B) Distributions of all genomic bases (red) and all conserved binding site predic-
tions (blue) as a function of distance from transcription start site (TSS). While predictions are 2.3
fold enriched in the proximal promoter, over 90% of them are distal. (C) Different DNA binding
domain families exhibit different binding distance preferences relative to the TSS. Black ticks are
median distances per motif, green dot is the family median, random is the median of 332 uniform
shuffles. (D) Number of predicted target genes for the different DNA binding domain families. Black
ticks, green dots, and random as in panel C. POUs and Homeodomains cluster the most around
target genes, while CTCF is at the opposite extreme. (E) Distance to TSS and number of target
genes have a strong inverse correlation. (F) Transcription factors (blue) are the mostly densely
regulated gene families in the human genome, as measured by the fraction of basepairs in the gene’s
regulatory domain covered by a binding site prediction. Shown are all non-redundant significant
terms after Bonferroni correction (see text).
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the E2F/TDF genes, over 47% of binding site to target gene associations are within

5kb of the transcription start site (TSS). Many fewer associations are within 5kb for

the most distal families: HMG (4.2%), Homeodomain (3.6%), and POU (3.2%). In

fact, over 93% of the predictions for the HMG, Homeodomain, and POU families are

more than 100kb from the TSS of the associated target gene.

Interestingly, the transcription factor families with the most distal predictions have

the fewest downstream targets, showing a tendency to cluster around a relatively small

number of target genes (Figure 3.2D). In fact, a clear inverse relationship between

distance to TSS and number of predicted target genes holds across the full set of

motifs, with a Pearson correlation of -0.75 (Figure 3.2E). No family has a markedly

wider set of target genes than random expectation, but the C2H2 zinc-finger CTCF

motif is a clear outlier (Figure 3.2D-E), reflecting its special role in genome structure

organization [92].

To examine which genes and gene families are most densely regulated, we calcu-

lated the fraction of basepairs in a gene’s regulatory domain that are covered by a

binding site prediction. Not surprisingly, HOX genes are among the most densely

regulated genes (Table A.3). When we grouped all target genes into families using

Interpro domain composition and performed a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, numerous

transcription factor families rose to the top, suggesting that the regulators them-

selves have the most upstream regulation (Figure 3.2F; Table A.4).

3.2.3 Excess conservation binding site predictions overlap-

ping GWAS SNPs

The NHGRI maintains a catalog of the most significant simple nucleotide polymor-

phisms (SNPs) associated with a growing number of diseases and traits, discovered

using genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [43]. Our excess conservation bind-

ing site predictions overlap 15 of these phenotype-associated SNPs (Table A.5), a

significant overlap (1.86 fold enriched compared to dbSNP overlap, p-value < 0.018,

Fisher’s exact test, see Methods in 3.3). For at least five of these SNPs, the tran-

scription factor that we predict to bind has itself been associated with the phenotype
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SNP 
GWAS 

Phenotype 

PRISM 
Binding 

Site 
Relevance of PRISM 
Factor to Phenotype  

Risk Allele 
Effect on 
Binding 

Site Nearest Genes 

rs445 white blood cell 
count MYB MYB is a driver of leukemia 

induction (Jin et al. 2010). 

TF Motif:  
Non-risk: G A C C G T T G  

Risk:    T  
 

↓ CDK6 (+55kb), 
PEX1 (-251kb) 

rs339331 prostate cancer HOXA13 
Hoxa13 gene mutation results 
in abnormal prostate 
development (Podlasek et al. 
1999). 

TF Motif:  
Non-risk: T T T C A T G A G  

Risk:    T  
 

↑ RFX6 (+12kb), 
VGLL2 (-377kb) 

rs909116 breast cancer ESR1 

Lack of ESR1 is the most 
important factor for predicting 
poor outcomes in stage 1 
breast cancer (Miyoshi et al. 
2010). 

TF Motif:  
Non-risk: C G A C C G C A  

Risk: T  
 

↑ TNNT3 (+1kb), 
MRPL23 (-27kb) 

rs10508517 diastolic blood 
pressure SIX2 

Six2 deficiency is associated 
with hypertension (Fogelgren et 
al. 2009). 

TF Motif:  
Non-risk: A G G T A T C A  

Risk:   A  
 

↓ RSU1 (-138kb), 
CUBN (+174kb) 

rs12917707 chronic kidney 
disease SREBF1 

SREBF1 expression in adipose 
tissue is elevated in renal failure 
(Szolkiewicz et al. 2007). 

TF Motif:  
Non-risk: G C A G G T G A 

Risk:       T  
 

↓ UMOD (-4kb) 

 

Table 3.1: Biologically appealing PRISM predicted binding sites affected by GWAS
risk alleles. PRISM identifies potentially causative binding sites affected by phenotype-associated
genome-wide association single nucleotide polymorphisms. For the shown cases, the risk allele either
weakens (down arrow) or strengthens (up arrow) a binding site prediction for a transcription factor
known to be relevant to the associated disease.
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in question (Table 3.1). For example, rs445 is associated (p < 10−7) with white

blood cell count [52]. The risk allele weakens a predicted binding site for MYB, a key

player in the onset of leukemia, a cancer characterized by an abnormal increase in

white blood cells [48]. In other cases, such as rs339331, associated (p < 10−11) with

prostate cancer [108], the risk allele strengthens a potential binding site for HOXA13,

a key gene for prostate gland development [94].

Known and Novel Transcription Factor Biological Roles Experimental Support in Literature 
PRISM Predicted Target Genes 

and Binding Sites 
ChIP-seq Target Genes and 

Binding Sites 

Transcription 
Factor Ontology Top-ranked PRISM Biological Role  Selected citation 

PRISM 
Target 
Genes 

PRISM 
Binding 
Sites p-value Fold 

ChIP-seq 
Target 
Genes 

ChIP-seq 
Binding 
Sites 

ChIP-seq 
GREAT 
Signi�cant 

REST (NRSF) GO Biol. Process neurotransmitter transport “The [putative REST target] genes encode proteins that 
contribute to many different aspects of the neuronal phenotype: 
neurotransmitter receptors, ion channels, neurotransmitter-
synthesizing enzymes, neuropeptides, cell adhesion molecules, 
synaptic vesicle proteins, and cytoskeletal 
components.”(Schoenherr et al. 1996) 

27 49 2.01×10-15 3.95 30 55 Y 
 GO Cell. Comp. neuronal cell body 56 85 6.31×10-11 2.17 61 93 - 
 GO Mol. Function cation channel activity 71 98 1.24×10-11 2.10 94 131 Y 
 Mouse Pheno. abnormal synaptic transmission 135 208 1.85×10-25 2.16 172 269 Y 
 PANTHER synaptic vesicle trafficking 11 19 2.83×10-7 4.22 13 20 Y 
 Pathway Comm. transmission across chemical synapses 23 34 2.99×10-8 3.02 22 33 Y 
        human Jurkat cells 
GABPA GO Biol. Process translation “The GA-binding protein (GABP) [is] … a strong positive regulator 

of several ribosomal protein (rp)-encoding genes.”(Genuario and 
Perry 1996) 

141 212 1.66×10-20 2.01 185 205 Y 

 GO Cell. Comp. membrane coat Novel 34 50 3.15×10-7 2.24 30 45 Y 
 GO Mol. Function translation initiation factor activity Novel 36 58 4.20×10-12 2.88 36 41 Y 
 Mouse Pheno. increased single-positive T cell number “GABP is critically required for … normal T cell development.”(Yu 

et al. 2010) 
67 143 5.23×10-17 2.18 25 30 - 

 PANTHER general transcription by RNA polymerase I Novel 10 19 3.64×10-11 7.47 10 11 Y 
 Pathway Comm. transcription Novel 138 202 3.00×10-21 2.08 196 223 Y 
        human Jurkat cells 
SRF GO Biol. Process muscle structure development “SRF controls mutually exclusive programs of gene expression 

(growth vs. muscle differentiation).”(Miano et al. 2007) 
157 401 7.43×10-41 2.07 18 25 - 

 GO Cell. Comp. actin cytoskeleton “Genetic studies point to a crucial role for SRF in … normal actin 
cytoskeleton biology.”(Miano et al. 2007) 

142 356 4.84×10-58 2.63 37 42 Y 

 GO Mol. Function structural constituent of muscle “SRF [has a role] in controlling muscle contractile gene 
expression.”(Miano et al. 2007) 

26 66 3.97×10-16 3.29 4 6 - 

 Mouse Pheno. dilated heart ventricles “Heart-specific deletion of SRF in the embryo results in … dilated 
cardiac chambers.”(Parlakian et al. 2004) 

59 155 2.13×10-18 2.19 4 4 - 

 PANTHER cytoskeletal regulation by Rho GTPase “The Rho family GTPases … activate transcription via SRF.”(Hill et 
al. 1995) 

37 90 4.59×10-23 3.48 10 17 - 

 Pathway Comm. regulation of insulin secretion by acetylcholine Novel 28 98 2.90×10-26 3.63 3 3 - 
        human Jurkat cells 
STAT3 GO Biol. Process negative regulation of signal transduction “SSI-1,… a target of Stat3, … is responsible for negative feedback 

regulation of the JAK–STAT pathway.”(Naka et al. 1997) 
54 150 5.13×10-16 2.08 26 51 - 

 GO Mol. Function transforming growth factor beta binding Novel 8 26 5.96×10-7 3.15 3 6 - 
 Mouse Pheno. abnormal spleen B cell follicle morphology “STAT3-deficient mouse B cells… do not differentiate into IgG-

secreting [plasma cells].”(Schmidlin et al. 2009) 
52 145 1.52×10-19 2.33 18 28 - 

 Pathway Comm. signaling events mediated by TCPTP “TC-PTP regulates interleukin-6-mediated signaling pathway 
through STAT3 dephosphorylation.“(Yamamoto et al. 2002) 

48 119 1.79×10-18 2.50 16 31 - 

        mouse ES cells 

Table 3.2: A comparison of GREAT transcription factor function predictions from
PRISM binding site predictions vs. ChIP-seq peaks for four different factors. Columns
2-8: The top PRISM function prediction per ontology for the four factors highlighted in [76], along
with supportive quotes from the literature and PRISM enrichment statistics. Columns 9-11: A com-
parison to observed peaks and GREAT enrichments from ChIP-seq in human Jurkat cells or mouse
embryonic stem cells. PRISM independently discovers literature supported functional enrichments
observed in ChIP-seq (for REST and GABPA). By accessing conserved binding site predictions
directly from the genome, PRISM discovers literature supported functions that are not observed in
context specific ChIP-seq experiments (for SRF and STAT3 ).
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3.2.4 Predicting transcription factor functions from binding

sites predictions

We have previously shown that the Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool

(GREAT) outperforms gene list-based or microarray-based tools at revealing biolog-

ically meaningful enrichments in ChIP-seq data sets [76]. Our extensive comparisons

featured four transcription factors – REST (NRSF ), GABPA, SRF, and Stat3 – in

both human and mouse contexts, for which GREAT leverages distal binding sites to

reveal accurate and specific function predictions [76]. To compare our transcription

factor and binding site predictions from motif and genome sequence alone to those

obtained via antibody ChIP-seq in a particular cellular context, we predicted binding

sites from high quality motifs for the same four factors and analyzed the predictions

with GREAT (Table 3.2).

GREAT analysis of REST and GABPA binding site predictions substantially

agrees with analysis of ChIP-seq peaks for these factors, with ChIP-seq peaks over-

lapping 31% to 71% of implicated binding site predictions when the enrichments agree

(Table 3.2, Table A.6, Table A.7). GREAT analysis of SRF ChIP-seq data from hu-

man Jurkat cells generates enrichments that reflect the known role of SRF as the

master regulator of actin (42 peaks, p < 10−8) [76] (Table A.8). Using our binding

site predictions for SRF, we see this same result (p < 10−57) from a broad set of 356

binding sites for 142 target genes (false discovery rate=38%), the majority of which

are not identified in this particular ChIP-seq set (Table 3.2). In addition, 155 of

our binding site predictions for SRF are strongly associated with genes that cause

a dilated heart phenotype when knocked out (p < 10−17; binding site FDR=46%).

SRF is well known for its role in heart development, and a conditional knockout of

Srf itself in the developing mouse heart leads to a dilated heart phenotype [89]. This

experimentally supported result is not found when analyzing the SRF ChIP-seq data,

which was generated using Jurkat cells, a T-cell derived cell line unlikely to reflect

the biology of the developing heart.

The enrichments for STAT3 differ markedly between the ChIP-seq and binding

site prediction sets. The top enrichments for the Stat3 ChIP-seq data set reflect
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the context of the experiment, mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC; see Table A.9).

In contrast, GREAT analysis of genome-wide conserved binding site predictions for

STAT3 highlights its well-known role in signaling (p < 10−15; 150 predicted binding

sites; binding site FDR=48%) and the immune system (p < 10−18; 145 sites; binding

site FDR=43%), two functions with no overlapping peaks in the mESC ChIP-seq

data (Table 3.2). Conserved STAT3 binding sites and ChIP-seq data thus produce

distinct yet complementary enrichments, which are equally supported by experimental

literature.

GREAT analysis of our binding site predictions also produces novel, plausible

hypotheses. For example, 98 predicted SRF binding sites show an association with

target genes related to the regulation of insulin secretion (p < 10−25; binding site

FDR=28%) (Table 3.2). While, to our knowledge, this association has not yet been

experimentally verified, a recent paper shows that insulin resistance in humans and

mice is marked by increased SRF activity [49]. Similarly, GREAT analysis implicates

GABPA in regulating “general transcription by RNA polymerase I” (p < 10−11; 19

binding sites at FDR=13%), an enzyme that transcribes ribosomal RNA. GABPA is

known to regulate transcription of ribosomal proteins [39]. Our predictions suggest

that GABPA may function as a regulator of multiple facets of ribosome synthesis.

3.2.5 The PRISM framework: predicting biological roles,

target genes, and enhancers for hundreds of transcrip-

tion factors

Motivated by the biological function predictions obtained for the four different factors,

we set to analyze the predicted binding sites from each of our 332 curated motifs using

GREAT [76]. We examined nine GREAT ontologies that provide over 2.4 million

facts about human and mouse gene roles in different biological processes, molecular

functions, cellular components, phenotypes, molecular pathways, and gene families

(Table A.10, see Methods in 3.3).

While GREAT accounts for multiple hypothesis test correction for multiple ontol-

ogy terms against a single set of genomic regions, here we repeatedly apply GREAT
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Figure 3.3: PRISM transcription factor and binding site function predictions. (A) PRISM
combines excess conservation binding site prediction (Figure 3.1) with GREAT function prediction
from proximal and distal sites into a novel statistical framework to arrive at thousands of transcrip-
tion factor (TF) function predictions, at a false discovery rate of 15%. Numbers are summed over
human and mouse (see text). (B) Distribution of PRISM human TF function prediction across
the major DNA binding families. (C) Most of the binding sites that support PRISM predictions –
including high confidence confirmed predictions – are distal from putative target genes. (D) PRISM
predictions are highly enriched for support by previous literature. The GREAT ontologies tag the
transcription factor itself with the function predicted by PRISM as enriched among its target genes
180 (11%) times, z-score=77, p < 1/50, 000 simulation runs (red); 3.6 fold enriched over using
only proximal binding sites. (E) PRISM’s 1,658 human TF function predictions cover a variety of
biological functions (word size in word cloud proportional to its frequency).
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to hundreds of sets, one for each motif. To control for multiple hypothesis testing

in this framework, we applied our entire method to the 2,857 shuffled versions of

transcription factor motifs used as null models in calculating the excess conserva-

tion score (Figure 3.3A, see Methods in 3.3). We expect such shuffled motifs, by

and large, to lack real functional signals, though the method is conservative as some

shuffles may capture whole or partial binding preferences of uncharacterized factors

and complexes. For each biological role (annotation term), we used the total fraction

of shuffled motifs for which the term satisfies the GREAT significance thresholds to

estimate the expected number of times the term would be falsely called as significant

for a set of 332 motifs. Any term expected to occur falsely once or more was excluded

(see Methods in 3.3).

In summary, we predicted binding sites using the excess conservation method in

the human and mouse genomes, analyzed the predictions with GREAT, and controlled

for multiple hypothesis testing using shuffled versions of the same motifs. We term

this combined approach PRISM for “Predicting Regulatory Information from Single

Motifs” (Figure 3.3A). For each transcription factor, PRISM predicts: 1. biological

roles, 2. target genes, 3. binding sites, and implicitly 4. cis-regulatory elements

through which the factor regulates each target gene in each biological role.

For the human genome, PRISM predicts 1,658 associations between a transcrip-

tion factor and a biological role (Figure 3.3B, Figure A.10, Figure A.12A). In all,

the predictions connect 178 transcription factors with 5,340 target genes via a wide

range of 883 different biological roles (captured as a word cloud in Figure 3.3E) and

59,135 role-specific binding sites, over 85% of which are distal (> 5kb from TSS,

see Figure 3.3C). By comparing to the number of enrichments inferred for shuffled

motifs, we estimated the function prediction false discovery rate at 14.8%. The ap-

proach produces a similar breadth and quality of coverage for the mouse genome –

1,173 associations connecting 168 factors with 4,993 target genes and 61,437 bind-

ing sites through 640 biological roles at an estimated false discovery rate of 16.1%

(Figure A.11, Figure A.12B). Combining the human and mouse sets and counting

identical orthologous predictions only once, PRISM predicts 2,543 transcription fac-

tor to biological role associations, connecting 217 distinct transcription factors with
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7,692 distinct target genes (see Methods in 3.3).

3.2.6 PRISM offers both breadth and depth of biological role

predictions

The same ontologies used by PRISM to infer biological roles of a transcription factor

from its predicted binding sites can sometimes be used to directly confirm a role pre-

diction in an objective, unbiased manner (and thus further support our mostly novel

binding site predictions). The ontologies provide such support when the transcrip-

tion factor itself is tagged with the same function that PRISM identifies as enriched

among its downstream target genes. For example, the PRISM prediction that GLI2 is

involved in “skeletal system development” is confirmed by the Gene Ontology, which

tags GLI2 itself with the same term and a supporting reference [81]. In total, 180

(11%) of the 1,658 human-based predictions of biological roles for transcription fac-

tors and 145 (12%) of the 1,173 mouse-based predictions are confirmed this way. The

number of observed confirmations is highly significant (p < 2 × 10−5), as no more

than 16 matches (1%) were observed in 50,000 simulations that apply a transcription

factor’s annotations to its shuffled motifs (Figure 3.3D).

Distal binding sites contribute greatly to the PRISM approach. With only proxi-

mal binding sites (-5kb to +1kb from TSS), PRISM in human only predicts 50 (3.6

fold less) biological roles which are confirmed by the ontologies (Figure 3.3D), and

only 23 (6.3 fold less) mouse predictions confirmed by the ontologies.

While direct ontology support can confirm function predictions, the lack of such

support does not imply an incorrect prediction. For example, as discussed above,

PRISM predicts that SRF regulates genes that compose the “actin cytoskeleton.”

Although SRF is known as the master regulator of the actin cytoskeleton [79], it

acts in the nucleus and is not involved in building the cytoskeleton itself; thus, it

is appropriately not annotated with the Gene Ontology Cellular Component term

“actin cytoskeleton.” Other missing confirmations are due to the incompleteness of

annotation. For example, PRISM predicts 91 GATA6 binding sites near 23 genes

whose mutations lead to abnormal pancreas development (p < 10−12; binding site
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FDR=43%). While GATA6 currently lacks the same annotation, a very recent study

identified GATA6 as the most common cause of pancreatic agenesis in humans [2].

Similarly, other unconfirmed PRISM predictions may well represent accurate novel

predictions.

PRISM predictions offer not only breadth (as reflected in Figure 3.3E), but can

also offer depth and accuracy in terms of specific function and perturbation predic-

tions. For example, five genes have been previously identified as key master regulators

of muscle differentiation: MYOD1, MYOG, MYF5, MYF6 (MRF4 ), and MEF2 [95].

PRISM predicts muscle related roles for all five (Table A.11). However, the actual

function prediction differs between the factors, reflecting their different biological roles

in muscle formation. PRISM correctly implicates MYF5 in regulating the myosin

complex (p < 10−7; 59 sites, binding site FDR=45%), MEF2A in broader regulation

of contractile fiber (p< 10−12; 128 sites, binding site FDR=47%), and Myod1 in broad

regulation of striated muscle tissue development (p < 10−22; 236 sites, binding site

FDR=50%). These different functional roles have all been validated experimentally

(Table A.11). PRISM also offers different perturbation predictions. For example, it

predicts that both MYOG (p < 10−24; 146 sites, binding site FDR=37%) and MYF6

(p < 10−10; 110 sites, binding site FDR=50%) disruption results in general abnormal

muscle development. Both predictions have been validated in mouse (Table A.11).

Furthermore, in humans, MYF6 mutations have been associated with Becker mus-

cular dystrophy [58]. For MEF2A PRISM predicts disruption results specifically in

abnormal cardiac output (p < 10−5; 47 sites, binding site FDR=47%). Indeed, Mef2a

knockout mice suffer from severe heart phenotypes resulting in sudden death associ-

ated with heart failure and cardiac arrest [84].

3.2.7 The PRISM searchable web portal

PRISM predictions for the human and mouse genomes are available to the biomedical

community at http://PRISM.stanford.edu. The PRISM portal offers an interface to

explore our predictions from the perspective of transcription factors, biological roles,

target genes, or target binding sites/regions (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: PRISM results are available at PRISM.stanford.edu. Effort has been made
to make PRISM current and future predictions accessible to computational and experimental re-
searchers. (A) The PRISM front page allows browsing the resource, as well as searching for a
transcription factor, biological function, target gene, or target genomic region of interest. (B) The
PRISM results page allows advanced filtering on multiple fields and integrates with GREAT and
the UCSC genome browser. (C) The term details page for a significant transcription factor role
association displays the distribution of supporting binding site predictions as well as their respective
target genes.
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Multiple genome alignments and phylogenetic tree

All comparative genomic analyses with a human reference utilized the human-anchored

Multiz alignment of 44 vertebrates available from UCSC for the hg18 assembly along

with the corresponding phylogenetic tree and branch lengths [57]. Mouse analyses

used an extension of the mm9-based Multiz alignment of 30 vertebrates from UCSC

that includes the same 44 species as the human alignment. Only the eutherian mam-

mals were considered for binding site prediction, and exon and repeat regions were

ignored using UCSC annotations. Similar UCSC hg18-based Multiz alignments of 17

and 28 vertebrates were used for comparison to evaluate trends in multiple alignments

as new species are added.

3.3.2 Transcription factor motif library curation

To obtain a non-redundant set of high quality motifs we combined publicly available

motifs from UniPROBE [85], JASPAR [16], and TransFac public version 7.0 [74]. We

associated each motif with the gene or genes it describes. Because of high redundancy

between and within the different resources and low sample sizes for older entries, we

clustered all motifs for a given gene, and used semi-automated curation to identify

the highest quality motif/s for each factor. Among highly similar motifs for the

same gene we favored motifs derived from larger sample sizes, and higher information

content respecting general expectations from related family members. This reduced

our library from 816 to a high-quality non-redundant subset of 332 motifs, sampling

all major DNA binding domains (Figure 3.2A, Figure A.5).

3.3.3 Single genome transcription factor binding site predic-

tion

We predicted binding sites in a single genome or region using position weight matrix

models of transcription factor binding specificity. Position frequency matrices (πj
i )
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were converted to position weight matrices (ψj
i ) by weighting each column by its

information content [55].

Information content of column i: IC(i) = 2−
∑

j∈{A,C,G,T}
πj

i · log2π
j
i (3.1)

Weight of base j in column i: ψj
i = IC(i) · πj

i (3.2)

Position weight matrix (motif) sequence scores were normalized by dividing by the

maximum attainable score. Sequences with a score of at least 0.8 (i.e. matching at

least 80% of the possible information content) were considered matches to the motif.

3.3.4 Motif shuffling

For each transcription factor motif, we generated up to ten null model motifs by

shuffling its columns. In shuffling, we preserved adjacent CpG columns, ensured that

the shuffles did not resemble any known transcription factor motif or each other, and

maintained the “information content profile” (by only swapping high/low information

columns with other columns in the same class defining 0.7 bits as the minimum

information of a “high” column) (Figure A.6).

We defined the similarity of two motifs in a functional manner as the fraction of

binding site predictions that overlap. We predicted binding sites with the two factors

(see above) over a subset of human genomic gene deserts likely depleted for functional

binding events [87]. For each offset, i, at which the two motifs overlap, we counted

the number of overlapping prediction, picked the highest, and normalized:

similarity(motifA,motifB) =
maxi(times motifA and motifB overlap at offset i)√
(predictions for motifA × predictions for motifB)

(3.3)

In generating shuffled motifs, a similarity threshold of 0.2 was used to reject motifs

that resemble known transcription factor motifs or other shuffles of the same motif.

This process resulted in 2,857 shuffles for the 332 motifs (Figure A.7).
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3.3.5 Robust binding site prediction across a multiple align-

ment

The inclusion of more species in a comparative analysis improves detection of con-

served regions [72], but it also fragments multiple alignments into smaller blocks

(Figure A.1). The fragmentation separates nearby genomic bases in alignment space,

falsely splitting or distancing binding sites across alignment blocks (Figure A.2). To

quantify the effect of alignment fragmentation on prediction sensitivity, we consid-

ered the subset of binding site predictions confirmed by overlap with an ENCODE

ChIP-seq peak from Table A.2 (see below). In a 17-way multiple alignment, 11%

of confirmed binding site predictions would be lost due to alignment fragmentation

without corrective measures, with the loss rate increasing to 16.7% in a 44-way align-

ment, and projected to grow linearly to nearly 30% of confirmed predictions in a

forthcoming alignment of 100 species (Figure A.3).

To overcome this artifact and recover all lost predictions, we padded alignment

blocks with 30 basepairs (longer than the longest analyzed motif) of adjacent se-

quence from the genomes of all aligned species, collapsed binding site predictions

to their single start coordinate, and placed them on their respective genome (Fig-

ure A.2A). To robustly predict conserved binding sites, the distance between motif

matches was defined as the maximum of the distance measured in the reference and

non-reference species genomic coordinates, with the multiple alignment used only to

map start positions back to the genome (Figure A.2B). We associated motif matches

at a distance of up to 20 basepairs upstream or downstream, previously shown to be

optimal for providing robustness to biological or artifactual binding site shifting [59].

After associating binding sites in reference and all aligning species, we calculated

for every binding site: 1. The number of species with a matching binding site pre-

diction, 2. The total branch length (BL) of the tree over which the binding site is

conserved [59], 3. The weighted Bayesian branch length (BBL) which weights phylo-

genetic distance between species with the binding site match probability (or quality)

in each species. BBL was previously shown to outperform BL for motif conservation

score and is extensively discussed in [120].
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3.3.6 Efficient conserved binding site prediction

To predict binding sites, we slide a cursor column-by-column in the multiple align-

ment, scoring every reference position with all motifs and retaining all reference bind-

ing site predictions in a window. Given the objective to predict binding sites in the

reference genome, one may avoid scoring sequences in an aligning species if the ref-

erence does not contain a corresponding binding site nearby, within the allowed local

misalignment window (Figure A.4A).

Implementing this optimization eliminated the need to predict at 90.4% of aligning

positions (Figure A.4B), reducing prediction computation time of the human set from

822 hours to 131 hours (6.3 fold speed-up) on a cluster of Dell PowerEdge 1950

computers with 2.66GHz Intel Xeon processors and 16GB RAM (Figure A.4C).

3.3.7 Excess conservation score

The excess conservation framework (Figure 3.1A) rescores every motif binding site

prediction according to a null distribution of scores of shuffled versions of the motif

in genomic windows of 100bp of similar conservation level. Formally:

Excess

conser-

vation

score

= −log10

Pr



shuffled motif scores in 100bp ge-

nomic windows of similar conser-

vation have (shuffled motif score

≥ observed real motif score)



 (3.4)

To compute it, we partition the reference genome into genomic windows of similar con-

servation: First, every base in the reference genome is given a weighted “% identity”

score from 0% (found only in the reference species) to 100% (same base across the

eutherian phylogeny) by calculating the total branch length over which the reference

basepair is matched in the multiple alignment as a fraction of the complete branch

length in the phylogeny. We then smooth the single position values by averaging over

a 100 basepair window centered on it, and group into 1% bins.

Next, for every motif m we generate a set of shuffles Mm (as above). We predict

over the reference genome using all shuffled motifs and bin the scores for shuffled
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motifs into frequency histograms according to the genomic conservation bins just

described (Figure A.8). We then go back, conceptually, through the reference genome

and predict using the motif itself. Every prediction has a certain motif score, and is

done in a genomic 100bp neighborhood of certain conservation. We use the frequency

curves for that particular genomic neighborhood value to derive the empirical p-

value of observing the motif score in that conservation neighborhood. The excess

conservation score is −log10 of this p-value (see formula above).

Note that the excess conservation framework can be applied to any motif scoring

method. Here it is applied to the Bayesian branch length (BBL) score (above).

As anticipated, when the same motif is equally conserved in two different genomic

locations, its excess conservation score is higher in less conserved genomic windows

(Figure 3.1B-C, Figure A.8A). In addition, when two different motifs are equally

conserved in equally conserved genomic windows, the motif with higher information

content has a higher excess conservation score, reflecting the higher specificity of its

shuffles (Figure A.8B).

Binding site predictions in the reference genome were retained, and ranked by

excess conservation score, if they were supported by at least 4 additional species,

with a branch length (BL) score of at least 2 substitutions per site and an excess

conservation score of at least 1.3 (i.e. the p-value of the observed motif score in

similarly conserved windows = 0.05).

3.3.8 Evaluating accuracy of binding site prediction using

ChIP-seq data

We used the UCSC Table Browser to download transcription factors ChIP-seq peaks

(binding sites) assayed in human cells by the ENCODE Consortium [26]. When

multiple ChIP-seq experiments or replicates were available for the same factor, we

selected the one with the largest number of peaks, yielding 56 distinct transcription

factor sets. All 47 transcription factors for which we had a motif in our library were

used (Table A.2).

The accuracy of binding site prediction before and after the excess conservation
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adjustment is summarized by area under the curve of precision-recall curves (Ta-

ble A.1). We considered a binding site to overlap a ChIP-seq peak if at least one

basepair overlapped. The conservation neighborhood for ChIP-seq peaks in Fig-

ure 3.1D is measured at the peak center.

3.3.9 Identifying binding site overlap with GWAS SNPs

The NHGRI GWAS catalog of disease-associated SNPs [43] was obtained from the

UCSC genome browser “gwasCatalog” track (hg18 assembly). All PRISM binding site

predictions that overlap the SNP by at least one basepair were identified (Table 3.1,

Table A.5). The association of ESR1 with rs909116 is through a predicted binding

site for the paralogous factor ESRRA (protein similarity BLASTP E-value < 10−45).

Statistical enrichment of overlap of binding site predictions with GWAS SNPs was

calculated using a one-tailed Fishers exact test: dbSNP build 130 has 14,985,544

single nucleotide SNPs; the NHGRI GWAS catalog associates 3,776 of these SNPs

with a phenotype; PRISM binding site predictions overlap 32,069 SNPs of which 15

are connected to a phenotype.

3.3.10 PRISM en masse transcription factor function pre-

diction

PRISM function predictions were done as follows (Figure 3.3A): For each of our 332

transcription factor motifs, the top 5,000 excess conservation binding site predictions

in human and mouse were analyzed using GREAT v1.7 [76]. Binding sites were asso-

ciated with target genes using the GREAT default “Basal plus extension” association

rule with default distances of 5kb upstream, 1kb downstream, and up to 1Mb exten-

sion, or up to the next gene. We used the default GREAT filters for significant terms:

region-based fold enrichment = 2, and a region-based and gene-based False Discovery

Rate (FDR) Q-value = 0.05, with the additional requirement that at least 5 genes

with the term were hit. Analysis was done over 9 GREAT ontologies – the 3 Gene

Ontology domains [3], Mouse Phenotypes [12], PANTHER Pathway [78], Pathway

Commons [20], BioCyc Pathway [19], TreeFam [101], and HGNC Gene Families [15]
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(Table A.10).

To provide multiple testing correction for running GREAT 332 times per genome,

we used our shuffled motifs. We separately repeated the entire GREAT analysis

with all 2,857 shuffled motifs. For each term we then computed its Expected value

(E-value), or number of times it would appear (by chance) in 332 runs of shuffled

motifs:

Eterm =

(
Fraction of 2,857 shuffled motifs

for which the term is significant

)
× 332 (3.5)

When Eterm > 1, the term was removed from the predicted enrichments for real

motifs. This resulted in blacklisting 9% of the 27,956 human ontology term and 13%

of the 26,656 mouse ontology terms (Figure A.9). To focus on the top enrichments, we

limited to the top 20 terms per ontology for each motif and required an uncorrected

region-based GREAT p-value = 10−5, resulting in the human and mouse sets reported

in Figure 3.3B, Figure A.10, and Figure A.11.

False discovery rates were estimated by comparing the number of factor-role as-

sociations for the 332 motifs in the library to the number of such associations per

shuffled motif, after applying multiple testing correction. For human, the library

motifs average 4.99 associations per motif while the shuffled motifs average 0.74 as-

sociations. For mouse, the library motifs average 3.53 associations per motif and the

shuffled motifs average 0.57.

To evaluate PRISM with only proximal binding sites (Figure 3.3D), we analyzed

the set of top binding site predictions for each motif with GREAT v1.7 using only

basal regulatory domains (5kb upstream and 1kb downstream of the TSS). Shuffled

motifs were used to calculate proximal-specific Expected (E) values for terms, which

were then filtered as explained above.

To rank target genes, we created a GREAT ontology with each gene as its own

term. Genes were ranked by the region-based binomial p-value, thus prioritizing genes

with an unexpectedly high number of binding sites in the regulatory domain given

the size of the assigned domain.

To unify human and mouse predictions, we first manually verified all mappings

of motifs to human and mouse transcription factors. We then mapped orthologous
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genes and binding sites between species. Human and mouse orthologous target genes

were defined as top BLASTP hits from the UCSC Table Browser hg18.mmBlastTab

table, collapsing transcripts into loci through UCSC gene clusters [57]. Binding site

predictions were considered orthologous if they were identified as nearest matches in

the multiple alignment in binding site prediction (see above).

3.4 Discussion

In this study, we developed the PRISM method and resource to predict the functions

of transcription factors in the human and mouse genomes using both proximal and

distal binding site predictions. We provide over 1.6 million conserved binding site

predictions per genome for over 330 different motifs covering all major DNA binding

domain families. The resource also provides a first of a kind set of over 2,500 tran-

scription factor to biological role associations, each supported by dozens or hundreds

of mostly distal novel binding sites predicted to regulate nearly 7,700 different target

genes. Over 10% of our role predictions are confirmed by the ontology annotations

of the transcription factor itself, adding further support to the quality of our binding

site predictions. Thus, PRISM both predicts novel transcription factor roles and ex-

tends knowledge of characterized roles by identifying relevant binding sites and target

genes. These predictions form a valuable resource in the study of mammalian gene

regulation.

At the heart of PRISM lies our novel excess conservation score, which refines

previous work [59, 120] to improve computational binding site prediction (Figure 3.1).

Conserved binding site prediction does not aspire to replace experimentation. The

binding specificity of transcription factors to DNA is too low, our understanding of the

combinatorial rules of transcription factor synergy and chromatin dynamics is still too

poor, and reliance on cross-species conservation hides the majority of experimentally

observed binding sites [102]. Nevertheless, those binding sites that are conserved

form an in silico accessible subset of likely functional regions, attractively sampling

all functions a given transcription factor serves.

When our genome-wide binding site predictions are combined with the millions of
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facts curated for human and mouse genes and their products, by placing GREAT in a

novel statistical framework (Figure 3.3), we are able to start predicting transcription

factor function en masse, while fully leveraging distal binding events. While our indi-

vidual binding site predictions have moderately high false discovery rate (60%), when

aggregated into sets with statistically significant shared functions, the false discovery

rate of our function prediction is an appealing 15%, and the individual binding site

FDR improves to 40%. One common approach to improve binding site prediction ac-

curacy is to limit predictions to gene proximal promoters [29, 32, 105]. Corroborating

virtually all unbiased ChIP-seq datasets, we show that limiting attention to only the

proximal sites ignores the vast majority of genome-wide binding, and in particular it

degrades the number of validated predicted gene functions we make by a marked 3

to 6 fold.

PRISM predictions powerfully complement ChIP-seq experiments. ChIP-seq pro-

vides a comprehensive view of binding sites and transcription factor function in the

assayed context. However, the labor and costs associated with generating a high

quality antibody, collecting enough cells in the right context, and sequencing, means

ChIP-seq is mostly used to explore in depth the targets of a transcription factor that

is already established or strongly suspected of playing a major role in a given con-

text. PRISM presents an attractive alternative for large scale discovery: by sampling

the full spectrum of transcription factor binding sites and functions directly from the

genome, it produces clear testable hypotheses (Table 3.2). Moreover, since a binding

site motif can be easily extracted de novo from most ChIP-seq sets [22], every ChIP-

seq experiment of a previously uncharacterized factor, in whatever context, can be

enhanced by a complement of conserved binding sites and broad function predictions

using the PRISM approach.

ChIP-seq is only one way of obtaining the binding preference of a transcription

factor. Several other high throughput techniques for characterizing motifs have been

developed recently, including methods based on protein binding microarrays [10],

massively parallel SELEX [51], microfluidics [35], and microwells [40]. From early

returns on these efforts, we curated a sample of all major DNA binding domains

(Figure 3.2). These technologies will soon provide publicly available motifs for most
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of the 1,500 to 2,000 predicted transcription factors in the human genome [111], all

of which can be readily incorporated into PRISM.

Vertebrate transcription regulation is proving to be a complex affair. Large empty

gene deserts are now appreciated to be packed with conserved non-coding, likely cis-

regulatory, sequence. Transcription factors thought to form narrow cascades, directly

binding a handful of targets, are found to bind thousands of loci in a single context.

Adding to this emerging picture, our global analysis suggests that the transcription

factors themselves are among the most densely regulated gene families in the mam-

malian genome. Here we provide windows to this complex system by predicting a wide

range of functions and targets for a wide range of human and mouse transcription

factors and offering them to the community for further exploration.



Chapter 4

Neocortex development and

evolution

4.1 Introduction

At the turn of the twentieth century, Ludwig Edinger and others developed an evo-

lutionary model of brain development and coined the name “neocortex” for the evo-

lutionarily newest structure, which forms the dorsal region of the telencephalon [46].

While the evolutionary history proposed by Edinger is still debated, the six-layered

neocortex first appears in the fossil record in small mammals, and it is generally

considered a mammalian-specific feature [97]. The neocortex is connected to higher

cognitive functions in humans [69], and its defects contribute to human diseases, such

as autism and Alzheimers disease [114, 118].

Different cell populations reside in distinct layers in the developing neocortex.

Neural progenitors line the ventricle. Differentiated neurons migrate away from the

ventricular zone to more superficial layers [82]. Using genetic methods, much progress

has been made to identify and determine the regulatory relationships among the key

transcription factors that control neocortex development and layer identity [63]. Yet,

the target genes of the key transcription factors and the genomic enhancers that

mediate regulatory interactions remain largely uncharacterized. A fuller understand-

ing of the regulatory network that underlies neocortex development holds promise to

37
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guide differentiation protocols necessary for stem cell therapies for human cognitive

diseases [41].

The traditional approach to identify regulatory elements upstream of a gene,

termed enhancer bashing, is to dissect the regulatory domain around a gene into pro-

gressively smaller fragments until a sufficiently local region is identified [70]. Enhancer

bashing is an incremental approach for any gene, but it is particularly difficult for tran-

scription factors, which tend to reside in “gene deserts” and thus have huge regulatory

domains [76, 87]. A superior technique was recently developed to identify enhancers

genome-wide using chromatin immunoprecipitation with the enhancer-associated co-

activator protein p300 and high throughput sequencing (p300 ChIP-seq) [113]. The

approach has been applied in vivo to identify candidate enhancers in the forebrain,

midbrain, limb, and heart [14, 75, 113]. Mouse transgenic assays show that around

80% of candidates function as tissue-specific enhancers in vivo [113]. Here, we use

p300 ChIP-seq to characterize the enhancer repertoire of the E14.5 mouse neocortex.

We analyze the expression patterns and biological functions of the enhancer target

genes. We perform mouse transgenic enhancer assays to characterize the specificity

of ten candidates. We compare the neocortex enhancers to enhancers from other

tissues to further analyze tissue-specificity. We then examine the evolutionary con-

servation of the enhancers and use a zebrafish transgenic enhancer assay to evaluate

the function of neocortex enhancers in a vertebrate that lacks a neocortex. Lastly,

we demonstrate how pairing p300 ChIP-seq identification of active enhancers with

computational transcription factor binding site prediction offers a high-throughput,

general technique to derive local regulatory sub-networks that underlie tissue-specific

development and maintenance.
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Figure 4.1: ChIP-seq for p300 identifies 6,629 candidate E14.5 neocortex enhancers.
(A) Distance from the p300 peaks to the nearest target gene. Most peaks are over 50kb from the
nearest gene. The “filtered p300 peaks” are removed for further analysis due to overlap with repeat
annotation or proximity to gene transcription start sites. (B) Distance between adjacent candidate
enhancers. The enhancers show homotypic clustering, tending to bunch more than randomly shuffled
regions at distances from 1kb to 100kb. (C) Number of candidate enhancers in the regulatory domain
of a gene. Some genes exhibit a high “fan-in” beyond that observed with a control of shuffled regions.
(D) Top 5 terms per ontology of GREAT enrichments for the candidate neocortex enhancers (“p-
value” is the region-based binomial p-value). The candidates are enriched near genes expressed in
the neocortex and important for neocortex development.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 ChIP-seq for p300 identifies candidate E14.5 neocortex

enhancers

To identify enhancers active in the developing mouse neocortex, we dissected the

dorsal cortex from E14.5 mouse embryos and performed chromatin immunoprecipi-

tation followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) with an antibody to the

enhancer-associated p300 co-activator complex. ChIP-seq identified 6,629 distal p300

binding sites (> 2.5kb from the nearest transcription start site), which are candidate

neocortex enhancers (see Methods in 4.3).

As seen with other sets of tissue-specific developmental enhancers, the majority of

the candidate neocortex enhancers are located far from the nearest gene. 4,324 of the

6,629 candidate enhancers (65%) are more than 50kb from the nearest transcription

start site, and 559 (8%) are more than 500kb away (Figure 4.1A) (see Methods

in 4.3). The candidate enhancers tend to cluster together in the genome, and are

enriched for occurring within 1 kb (fold: 4.0, p-value < 10−45), 10kb (fold: 4.7, p-value

< 10−280), and 100kb (fold: 2.0, p-value < 10−360) of each other (Figure 4.1B) (see

Methods in 4.3). In other tissues, we have observed that large clusters of candidate

enhancers associate with genes known to be important to development of the tissue

(data not shown); thus, a high “fan-in” is a signature of a potentially critical gene.

For neocortex, large clusters neighbor both genes known to be critical for neocortex

development (e.g. Nfib with 30 nearby peaks) [93] and potentially novel important

genes (e.g. Zfp608 with 42 nearby peaks) (Figure 4.1C) (see Methods in 4.3).

4.2.2 Candidate enhancers associate with genes expressed in

the neocortex and important to neocortex development

We used the Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool (GREAT) [76] to

evaluate the biological functions of our 6,629 candidate neocortex enhancers. GREAT

assigns each gene a regulatory domain, associates each candidate enhancer with the

genes in whose regulatory domain it lies, applies the annotations of the genes to the
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enhancer, and performs a statistical enrichment test.

The top Gene Ontology Biological Process enrichments for the candidate neocor-

tex enhancers include gliogenesis (300 enhancers; p-value: 1.8×10−45), axon guidance

(418 enhancers; p-value: 2.7×10−43), and telencephalon development (397 enhancers;

p-value: 1.0 × 10−42), all processes that occur in the E14.5 neocortex [24, 82]. Ac-

cording to the Mouse Phenotypes ontology, our neocortex enhancers are enriched

in the regulatory domains of genes whose knockout or mutation results in abnor-

mal forebrain development (419 enhancers; p-value: 1.9× 10−56) and abnormal brain

commissure development (396 enhancers; p-value: 1.7 × 10−57) (Figure 4.1D) (see

Methods in 4.3).

Looking at gene expression, our candidate neocortex enhancers are enriched in the

regulatory domain of genes expressed in the cerebral cortex at Theiler Stage 22 (1,811

enhancers; p-value: 9.5 × 10−124), which corresponds approximately to the assayed

tissue and timepoint [54] (Figure 4.1D). A recent RNA-seq analysis of microdissected

E14.5 cerebral cortex identified genes expressed specifically in cortical layers [4]. Our

6,629 candidate enhancers are enriched for regulating genes specifically expressed

in all three major layers: ventricular zone (126 enhancers; p-value: 1.1 × 10−25),

subventricular zone (101 enhancers; p-value: 8.8 × 10−25), and cortical plate (251

enhancers; p-value: 1.8× 10−18) (see Methods in 4.3). In total, the GREAT analysis

shows that the candidate enhancers regulate a wide variety of processes active across

layers in the E14.5 neocortex.

4.2.3 Candidate enhancers drive gene expression in distinct

patterns in the E14.5 neocortex

To demonstrate that the regions identified by ChIP-seq function as enhancers in

the neocortex and to explore the tissue and layer restriction of enhancer activity, we

examined ten candidates in a transgenic mouse enhancer assay. To select ten from the

set of 6,629 candidates, we prioritized elements with a putative target gene known

to be an important neocortex transcription factor or developmental gene: Auts2,

Bcl11b, Bhlhe22, Eomes, Id4, Neurod2, Satb2, and Tbr1. Eight of the ten assayed
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Figure 4.2: Candidate E14.5 neocortex enhancers drive lacZ reporter gene expression
specifically in the neocortex in mouse transgenic enhancer assays. We prioritized 10
candidates with a target gene known to be important to neocortex development. Of the 10 assayed
candidates, 8 drive reproducible expression in the neocortex. (A-H) Whole mounts show expression
in the cerebral cortex. (I-P) Coronal sections reveal dorsal-specific expression exclusive of the
ganglionic eminences. (Q-X) Zooms of coronal sections reveal distinct laminar patterns. (Y-AF)
In situ of the candidate target gene at E14.5; coronal: Y-Z, saggital: AA-AF. Y,Z,AE from Allen
Brain Atlas; AA-AD,AF from Eurexpress.
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candidates drive reproducible expression in the cerebral cortex visible in a whole

mount (Figure 4.22A-H).

To explore the variety of specific expression patterns of the tested enhancers, we

performed coronal sections of the transgenic embryos (see Methods in 4.3). Sections

reveal that the assayed enhancers drive dorsal-specific expression in the neocortex

exclusive of the ganglionic eminences of the ventral telencephalon (Figure 4.2I-P).

Sections also reveal laminar restriction of enhancer activity. Two enhancers – eltD

and eltG – drive expression in a very superficial domain characterized by the Reelin

protein. The other six enhancers are active primarily in the cortical plate. None drive

apparent activity in the progenitors of the ventricular zone (Figure 4.2Q-X). For six

of the eight positive enhancers, the domain of activity of the enhancer corresponds

to a domain of expression of the putative target gene [103]. Two enhancers – eltA

and eltF – drive expression in the cortical plate though the putative target genes

(Eomes/Tbr2 and Id4 ) are restricted to the subventricular and ventricular zones,

respectively (Figure 4.2Y-AF). The lack of observed lacZ activity in the progenitor

zones and the mismatch between observed lacZ and the target gene in situs could be

due to a delay between mRNA expression and protein production.

4.2.4 In vitro transfection of dissociated cortical neurons acts

as a high throughput system that approximates en-

hancer activity in the neocortex

The transgenic mouse reporter assay is an excellent system to examine in vivo en-

hancer activity and tissue specificity, but it is limited in throughput and does not

readily lend itself to biochemical manipulation, such as ectopic expression or knock-

down of a putative regulator. Such manipulations are much easier with an in vitro

system. We examined the activity of the ten candidates in one such in vitro system:

transfection into acutely dissociated neurons from E14.5 dorsal cortex (see Methods

in 4.3).

All enhancers that were active in vitro also were active in vivo, indicating that

the in vitro system is an effective screen to identify in vivo neocortex enhancers. Five
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of the eight transgenic positive candidates are also positive in vitro, while the other

three fail to drive activity significantly above background levels (Figure B.1). The

two candidates that fail to drive reporter activity in the transgenic mouse also are

inactive in vitro (Figure B.1). None of seven selected negative control elements are

active in the transfection system (Figure B.1). Transfection offers a high-throughput

system tenable to functional dissection of enhancers and upstream regulators.

4.2.5 Many candidate enhancers are common to similar tis-

sues and timepoints

Enhancers generally are considered to be tissue-specific, but some enhancers are ac-

tive in multiple tissues [42]. To measure the tissue-specificity of our E14.5 neocor-

tex candidate enhancers, we examined overlap with previously tested enhancers and

DNAse I hypersensitivity open chromatin from a range of tissues and cell lines, which

highlights active genes and regulatory elements genome-wide [50].

The VISTA Enhancer Browser [90] includes results for E11.5 mouse transgenic

enhancer assays for candidate human DNA sequences. The 1,188 tested regions that

map to the mouse genome overlap 214 candidate E14.5 neocortex enhancers. The

tested candidates are highly enriched for forebrain activity (93 = 43%; fold: 2.9, p-

value: 2.3× 10−31), but some drive reproducible activity in the midbrain (62 = 29%;

fold: 2.0, p-value: 2.3× 10−10), hindbrain (52 = 24%; fold: 1.8, p-value: 1.5× 10−6),

neural tube (42 = 20%; fold: 2.0; p-value: 6.3 × 10−7), limb (15 = 7%; fold: 0.75;

p-value: 0.93), or heart (4 = 1.9%; fold: 0.72; p-value: 0.84) (Figure 4.3A). Thus,

while many candidate neocortex enhancers drive activity primarily in the expected

tissue (forebrain), some are active in other contexts.

Across the full set of VISTA enhancers, the number of tissues in which an enhancer

reproducibly drives activity correlates with the number of tissues and cell lines in

which it is resides in open chromatin (Fig. 3B). Enhancers active in a single tissue at

E11.5 are open chromatin in a median of 8 of the 33 examined tissues and cell lines.

Enhancers active in 5 or more E11.5 tissues are open chromatin in a median of 13

contexts. Thus, the number of tissues in which an enhancer is open chromatin is a
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Figure 4.3: Candidate E14.5 neocortex enhancers are common to similar tissues and
timepoints. (A) The VISTA Enhancer Browser includes E11.5 mouse transgenic enhancer assays
for 214 neocortex candidates. The enhancers drive activity in the central nervous system, most
specifically in the forebrain (* denotes enrichment p-value < 10−5). (B) Distributions of the number
of tissues in open chromatin (identified by DNAse I hypersensitivity for 33 mouse tissues and cell
lines) for 1,188 E11.5 VISTA enhancers of varying tissue specificity. More broadly active enhancers
tend to overlap open chromatin from more tissues. (C) Distribution of the number of tissues in
which each of 6,629 candidate enhancers overlaps an open chromatin region. Most enhancers show
tissue-restriction (few tissues), but others are nearly constitutive (many tissues). (D) Correlation of
the candidate enhancers with open chromatin from various tissues. For each tissue, the overlap of the
candidate enhancers was compared to a control of randomly shuffled regions, and the shuffling was
repeated 1,000 times to define a distribution. The dotted lines show the only two clean separations
of the observed distributions. Embryonic and central nervous system tissues show stronger overlap
than other tissues.
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proxy for the specificity of the enhancer.

Of our 6,629 candidate neocortex enhancers, 2,789 (42%) are open chromatin

in fewer than 10 examined contexts, while 248 (3.7%) are open in all 33 examined

tissues and cell lines (Figure 4.3C). Extrapolating from the correlation of open chro-

matin and specificity for the VISTA enhancers, this suggests that activity of many

of our candidate enhancers is restricted to the neocortex. At the other end of the

spectrum, constitutive, distal open chromatin has previously been observed to be as-

sociated with Ctcf binding sites [42]. Of the 248 “constitutive” neocortex candidate

enhancers, 212 overlap a known Ctcf bound region. This suggests that, in addition

to many neocortex-restricted enhancers, the 6,629 candidate neocortex enhancers in-

clude general enhancer elements and perhaps non-enhancer elements such as Ctcf

insulators.

4.2.6 Candidate enhancers correlate with open chromatin

from neural and developmental contexts

To examine trends in which tissues the candidate neocortex enhancers are open chro-

matin, we considered overlap on a per tissue basis. As a control, we randomly shuffled

the E14.5 neocortex candidate enhancers in the genome (1,000 times) and compared

the basepair overlap of the shuffled and original sets (see Methods in 4.3). The E14.5

candidate enhancers overlap most significantly with tissues that match in space (cen-

tral nervous system, CNS) or time (embryonic development). The strongest overlap

is with open chromatin from whole brain at the same E14.5 timepoint (z-score=19;

median fold enrichment=26.5). The separation of CNS or embryo tissues from other

tissues is clear. The worst fold enrichment against a shuffle for a CNS or embryo tissue

(8.0 for one shuffle with E11.5 forelimb) is stronger than the best observed overlap for

other tissues (7.1 with P56 lung fibroblast) (Figure 4.3D). This comparison illustrates

that tissue-specific enhancers are more likely to be active in spatially or temporally

matched contexts than in unrelated contexts.
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Figure 4.4: Evolutionary origins of neocortex enhancers. (A) Evolutionary conservation of
candidate regulatory elements. Many candidate neocortex enhancers pre-date the innovation of
the six-layered neocortex in mammals. (B) Relationship between pleiotropy of candidate neocor-
tex enhancers and evolutionary conservation. An enhancer is considered pleiotropic if it overlaps
with candidate enhancers from other tissues, specifically p300 peaks from E11.5 forebrain, mid-
brain, limb, and heart. More ancient enhancers tend to be more pleiotropic. (C) The zebrafish
cneBrowser includes transgenic enhancer assays for 21 of our neocortex candidate enhancers (orthol-
ogous zebrafish DNA sequence). The enhancers drive activity in the zebrafish forebrain (* denotes
enrichment p-value < 0.05).
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4.2.7 Most neocortex enhancers are evolutionary conserved,

many beyond the mammalian ancestor

The six-layered neocortex evolved in the ancestor of mammals [97], but many of the

key genes that control its development, such as Pax6 and Tbr1 are considerably

more ancient, with some dating to well before the vertebrate ancestor. We examined

the conservation of our 6,629 candidate neocortex enhancers to trace the origins and

evolution of neocortex regulatory elements.

The majority (4,278; 65%) of the candidate neocortex enhancers exhibit signatures

of evolutionary constraint (PhastCons score > 350). Very few neocortex enhancers

appear specific to the mouse lineage, as over 95% (6,317) are conserved to human.

Over 86% (5,737) are common to all eutherian (placental) mammals. Many candidate

enhancers (1,543; 23%) pre-date the innovation of the neocortex in mammals, and

289 (4%) are conserved to fish (gnathostomata) (Figure 4.4A). Just as ancient genes

pattern the novel organ, so do ancient enhancers.

To examine how the conservation of candidate enhancers for an evolutionarily

young organ compares to that of other organs, we analyzed candidate enhancers from

E11.5 heart and forebrain [14]. Neocortex enhancers tend to be evolutionarily slightly

younger than forebrain enhancers and significantly older than heart enhancers and the

general genome (Figure 4.4A). Thus, enhancers for the evolutionary young neocortex

are not markedly younger than enhancers for more ancient structures.

4.2.8 Ancient enhancers tend to be more pleiotropic

While many enhancers are modular, others are pleiotropic and have multiple domains

of activity. We considered a candidate neocortex enhancer to be pleiotropic if it over-

laps a candidate enhancer from another tissue (using p300 peak sets for E11.5 heart,

limb, forebrain, and midbrain) [14] (see Methods in 4.3). Only 6% (14/229) of mouse-

specific candidate enhancers are pleiotropic, while 50% (135/270) of fish-conserved

candidate enhancers are. Across evolutionary clades, more ancient enhancers tend to

be more pleiotropic (Figure 4.4B).
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4.2.9 Mouse neocortex enhancers drive expression in the ze-

brafish forebrain

The surprising number of neocortex candidate enhancers that pre-date the mam-

malian innovation of the six-layered neocortex suggests that the enhancers respond to

a conserved regulatory signal, perhaps one used to pattern the general telencephalon

in the vertebrate ancestor. We examined a zebrafish transgenic enhancer assay to in-

vestigate this hypothesis. A large zebrafish enhancer screen [66] assayed the zebrafish

orthologs for 21 of our candidate neocortex enhancers, 11 of which reproducibly drive

reporter activity in the zebrafish forebrain (p-value: 0.002) (Figure 4.4C).

4.2.10 Enriched motifs are associated with functional subsets

of neocortex enhancers

To investigate the transcription factors that regulate our 6,629 candidate neocortex

enhancers, we used a motif discovery and enrichment analysis (see Methods in 4.3).

The analysis identifies a number of distinct enriched motifs, many for important

regulators of neocortex development. Compared to [GC]-matched regions from the

mouse genome, the Neurod (2,452 / 6,629 enhancers = 37%; fold: 2.39), Lhx/Lmx

(2,129 = 32%; fold: 2.42), Nfi (325 = 5%; fold: 4.14), and Rfx (195 = 3%; fold: 3.33)

family motifs are all highly enriched in the candidate neocortex enhancers. Motif

discovery uncovered two novel enriched motifs for transcription factors known to be

important in the neocortex, one an Nfi dimer (379 = 6%; fold: 2.06) and the other

a Hox dimer (473 = 7%; fold: 2.32). Additionally, Ctcf (652 = 10%; fold: 1.68) –

which is well known for its role as an insulator – also is enriched (Figure 4.5A).

Multiple biological processes occur across the E14.5 neocortex, including progeni-

tor maintenance, neuron differentiation, and neuron migration [82]. We hypothesized

that our candidate neocortex enhancers encompass all of these processes, and that en-

hancers involved in a specific function share a common motif. To test this hypothesis,

we used GREAT [76] to evaluate the enrichments of the enhancers with a binding site

for a given transcription factor (i.e. match to its motif) compared to the full set of

candidate enhancers (see Methods in 4.3). GREAT predicts a number of cellular roles:
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Figure 4.5: Binding site analysis reveals functional subsets and subnetworks. (A) Motif
discovery and motif enrichment analysis reveal known and novel transcription factors that putatively
regulate the candidate neocortex enhancers. Motif fold enrichment is relative to [GC]-matched
regions of the mouse genome. Predicted regulatory function is the top relevant GREAT enrichment
for the enhancers with a motif hit compared to all candidate neocortex enhancers. (B) Binding site
prediction in candidate enhancers suggests enhancer-mediated gene interactions. (C) The predicted
sub-network regulated by Rbpj is enriched in Notch signaling (p-value: 3.1× 10−4; fold: 4.8).
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the Neurod family in Notch signaling (34 enhancers; fold: 1.70; p-value: 9.0× 10−5),

the Lhx/Lmx family in negative regulation of neuron apoptosis (44 enhancers; fold:

1.56; p-value: 3.4 × 10−4), the Nfi family in regulating cell surface proteins (37 en-

hancers; fold: 1.96; p-value: 5.5 × 10−5), and the Rfx family in regulating protein

kinase activity (25 enhancers; fold: 2.44; p-value: 2.7 × 10−5). Intriguingly, it also

predicts roles for transcription factors and their target enhancers in neuronal diseases

: Alzheimer disease presenilin pathway for Ctcf (18 enhancers; fold: 1.69; p-value:

0.017), and autism spectrum disease for the Hox family (33 enhancers; fold: 2.15;

p-value: 1.9× 10−5) (Figure 4.5A).

4.2.11 Binding site analysis of candidate enhancers suggests

regulatory networks

A true understanding of development requires knowledge of the enhancer-mediated

transcription factor to target gene interactions that comprise regulatory networks. To

start exploring the regulatory networks active in the E14.5 neocortex, we identified

transcription factor binding sites in the enhancer candidates. As further support for

individual binding site predictions, we required that the set of enhancers predicted as

bound by a given factor be enriched for a common functional role (Figure 4.5B) (see

Methods in 4.3).

As illustration of the concept of deriving a regulatory network from binding site

predictions in candidate enhancers, we examined the network centered around Rbpj,

with mediates Notch binding to DNA [61]. We predict conserved Rbpj binding sites

in 496 candidate neocortex enhancers at a p-value cutoff of 0.01. The top biological

pathway enriched for the predicted Rbpj targets is Notch signaling (p-value: 3.1 ×
10−4; fold: 4.8). The combination of p300 ChIP-seq and binding site prediction

identifies Dll1, Hes1, Hey1, Hey2, Jag1, Notch2, and Notch3 as intriguing Rbpj targets

and highlights the enhancer regions that mediate the predicted interaction. A recent

study identified five of these predicted target genes – Hes1, Hey1, Hey2, Notch2, and

Notch3 – as upregulated in neural stem cells that overexpress the Notch1 intercellular

domain (N1ICD), which activates genes by binding to Rbpj [67] (Figure 4.5C).
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 p300 ChIP-seq

Embryonic neocortex tissue was dissected from E14.5 mouse embryos. Cross-linking,

chromatin isolation, and sonication were performed as previously described [7]. Im-

munoprecipitation was performed with 4µg of anti-p300 antibody (Santa Cruz sc-585).

4.3.2 ChIP-seq peak calling

ChIP-seq reads were mapped to the mouse genome (mm9 assembly, NCBI MGSCv37)

using ELAND, retaining only reads that map uniquely with 2 or fewer mismatches.

Peaks were called using MACS [123] with the p300 ChIP-seq reads as the treat-

ment file, input DNA reads as the control file, and the parameters “--nomodel,

--shiftsize=100, -g mm”. Peaks overlapped by an exon, within 2.5kb of a tran-

scription start site, or covered over 50% by annotated repeats were removed. Exon

and transcription start site annotation is from the UCSC knownGene track (build

5) [44]. Repeat annotation is from the RepeatMasker track.

4.3.3 Evaluating enhancer-to-gene and enhancer-to-enhancer

distances

To measure the distance from a candidate enhancer to the nearest gene, we used

GREAT v2.0.0 [76] with the “single nearest” association rule, a maximum extension

set to 10Mb, and no curated regulatory domains.

Homotypic clustering of the 6,629 candidate enhancers was compared to that of

6,629 random regions selected uniformly from the genome while avoiding gaps, chrM,

chrY, and random chromosomes. The uniform selection was repeated 1,000 times

to find the average number of elements that cluster in a given window (1kb, 10kb,

100kb). Significance of enrichment is calculated assuming a binomial distribution

with the probability of success equal to the average fraction of elements that cluster

in a window across the 1,000 trials.
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4.3.4 Overlap with VISTA Enhancer Browser enhancers

The VISTA Enhancer Browser [90] includes results for mouse transgenic enhancer as-

says for candidate human DNA sequences. We obtained 1,255 tested human sequences

(downloaded Nov 10, 2011), and mapped the sequences to the mouse genome (mm9 as-

sembly) using liftOver (-minMatch=0.8) and lastz (--seed=match6, --hsptresh=1800,

--gappedthresh=5000, sequence identify ≥ 65%, entropy ≥ 1.8). We successfully

mapped 1,188 enhancers, including 176 forebrain enhancers and 343 enhancers active

somewhere in the brain. The tested sequences overlap 214 of our candidate enhancers,

with 93 active in the forebrain. The significance of tested candidate neocortex en-

hancers driving activity in the mouse forebrain is calculated using a hypergeometric

enrichment test (forebrain: hyper[93 / 214; 176 / 1,188]).

4.3.5 GREAT functional and expression enrichment analysis

To evaluate functional and expression enrichments, we used GREAT v2.0.0 [76] with

the default association rule (1kb+5kb basal domain with up to 1Mb extension and

curated regulatory domains) and default significance thresholds (region-based bino-

mial fold = 2, region-based binomial FDR = 0.05, gene-based hypergeometric FDR

= 0.05). A lower region-based binomial fold criterion (= 1.6) was used for the MGI

Expression ontology.

We evaluated specific enrichment in the ventricular zone, subventricular zone, and

cortical plate using a custom ontology based on a recent RNA-seq dataset [4]. We

consider a gene to be specific to a layer if it has a layer RPKM (reads per kilobase of

model) > 64 and > 2× (RPKM of the adjacent layer) (average of adjacent layers for

the subventricular zone).

4.3.6 Mouse transient transgenic enhancer assay and section-

ing

The candidate enhancer sequences were PCR amplified from mouse genomic DNA

(coordinates in Table B) into an HSP68-lacZ reporter vector. The constructs were
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inserted into single cell FVB mouse embryo using pronuclear injection (Xenogen Bio-

sciences / Taconic). Embryos were harvested at E14.5 and stained for lacZ expression.

4.3.7 Cortical neuron transfection assay

Neocortex tissue was dissected from E14.5 mouse embryos, and the neurons were

acutely dissociated. Enhancer constructs were transfected into neurons using the

Amaxa nucleofection system (Lonza) [71].

4.3.8 Overlap with DNAse I hypersensitivity open chromatin

data

We used the UCSC Table Browser [53] to obtain open chromatin hotspots for 33

mouse tissues and cell lines produced by the ENCODE Consortium [50, 83]. For

tissues with multiple replicates, only basepairs within hotspots in all replicates were

retained (“basepair-wise AND”).

We used simulation to measure the significance of the overlap for our 6,629 can-

didate neocortex enhancers with open chromatin. For each tissue and cell line, we

measured the number of basepairs of overlap between the open chromatin hotspots

and: the 6,629 candidate enhancers (Bncx) and 6,629 random regions selected uni-

formly from the genome (Bshuffle). The uniform selection was repeated 1,000 times to

obtain a distribution of Bshuffle. We calculate the fold enrichment of the overlap for

the candidate enhancers compared to the uniform selections (fold = Bncx/Bshuffle),

such that a fold above (below) one indicates more (less) overlap for the candidate

enhancers than for a random shuffle.

4.3.9 Evolutionary conservation analysis

We considered a candidate enhancer to be under purifying selection if it overlaps a

region from the PhastCons Elements track (phastConsElements30way) that scores

at least 350 [104]. We tagged candidates with depth of conservation based on pair-

wise alignment nets from UCSC [56]. We obtained all regions of the genome in the
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level 1 and 2 nets; eliminated large duplications (genomicSuperDups) [5], pseudo-

genes (pseudoYale60), and known exons (knownGene:exon) [44]; and considered a

basepair conserved to a given clade only if it is conserved to the previous clade.

Clades were represented by: euarchontoglires (human hg19, chimp panTro3, rhesus

rheMac2); boreoeutheria (horse equCab2, dog canFam2); eutheria (elephant loxAfr3);

theria (opossum monDom5); mammalia (platypus ornAna1); amniota (chicken gal-

Gal3, lizard anoCar2); tetrapoda (frog xenTro3); gnathostomata (tetraodon tetNig2,

fugu fr2, zebrafish danRer7, stickleback gasAcu1, medaka oryLat2); vertebrata (lam-

prey petMar1). For clades with multiple representatives, a basepair is considered

conserved if it aligns to any of the representatives (two genomes required for gnathos-

tomata). A candidate enhancer is tagged with the deepest clade to which at least

200bp of the candidate is conserved.

In Figure 4.4A, “non-exonic basepairs” is all basepairs in the mouse genome not

in large duplications, pseudogenes, exons, or gaps.

4.3.10 Pleiotropy analysis

A candidate neocortex enhancer is considered to be pleiotropic if it overlaps a candi-

date enhancer (i.e. p300 peak) from E11.5 forebrain, midbrain, limb, or heart [14].

4.3.11 Overlap with zebrafish cneBrowser enhancers

The zebrafish cneBrowser [66, 91] includes results for zebrafish transgenic enhancer

assays for candidate zebrafish DNA sequences. We obtained 164 tested zebrafish se-

quences (downloaded Nov 10, 2011), and mapped the sequences to the mouse genome

(mm9 assembly) using lastz (--seed=match6, --hsptresh=1800, --gappedthresh=5000,

sequence identify ≥ 65%, entropy ≥ 1.8). We successfully mapped 129 enhancers (21

overlap a candidate neocortex enhancer), including 31 forebrain enhancers (11 over-

lap), and 44 enhancers active somewhere in the brain (12 overlap). The significance

of tested candidate neocortex enhancers driving activity in the zebrafish forebrain is

calculated using a hypergeometric enrichment test (hyper[11 / 21; 31 / 129]).
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4.3.12 Motif discovery and enrichment analysis

We compiled a library of 1,339 motifs (position weight matrices) that model the

binding preferences for 646 transcription factors. We predicted binding sites using

the motifs in the 6,629 candidate neocortex enhancers and in randomly selected [GC]-

matched regions from the mouse genome at a motif match threshold of 0.9 [55]. Motif

fold enrichment is the number of candidate enhancers with a match to the motif

divided by the number of random regions with a motif match.

To predict biological functions for the subset of enhancers with a match for each

enriched motif, we performed a GREAT foreground/background test [76] with default

association rules. Significance criteria are: fold > 1.5, genes hit > 10, FDR < 0.5.

4.3.13 Regulatory network analysis

To build a regulatory network centered around Rbpj, we predicted binding sites for

Rbpj in the candidate enhancers using the Rbpj motif and a motif match threshold

of 0.9. We evaluated the subset of enhancers with a match to the motif with GREAT

v2.0.0 [76] and selected the target genes for the top enriched term in the Pathway

Commons ontology.

4.4 Discussion

ChIP-seq for epigenomic enhancer marks enables genome-wide identification of can-

didate enhancers for an assayed tissue or cell line. Here, in order to investigate the

development and evolution of the neocortex, we use ChIP-seq for the co-activator p300

to identify 6,629 candidate enhancers for the E14.5 mouse neocortex (Figure 4.1A).

Development is a dynamic process with enhancers becoming active and inactive

across space and time. Through comparison to open chromatin from other tissues,

we demonstrate that the regulatory program of the E14.5 neocortex most closely re-

sembles that of tissues that match in either space (central nervous system) or time

(embryonic development). The correlation with space is stronger, and it illustrates

that pan-neural genes are accompanied by pan-neural enhancers. The strong sharing
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during embryonic development (independent of space) suggests a common develop-

mental circuit, and GREAT analysis indicates a role for the shared enhancers in

negative regulation of differentiation (p-value: 3.1 × 10−29; fold: 2.2). This suggests

three distinct classes of enhancers active in the developing neocortex: pan-neural en-

hancers maintaining neural identity and driving differentiation, pan-developmental

enhancers preventing differentiation, and transient spatiotemporal-specific enhancers

orchestrating the transition from dominance by the pan-developmental enhancers

(undifferentiated) to dominance by the pan-neural enhancers (differentiated).

Just as in development, but on a grander timescale, enhancers arise and fade across

evolution. Given that the six-layered neocortex is a mammalian innovation, it might

be expected that the genomic regions that drive neocortex development originated

in the mammalian ancestor. Most (86%) candidate mouse neocortex enhancers are

pan-eutherian, which implies that much of the regulatory circuitry was present in

the ancestor of placental mammals. Surprisingly, many candidate enhancers (23%)

pre-date the mammalian ancestor and 289 (4%) are conserved to fish. These pre-

mammalian enhancers were co-opted into a role in the mammalian-specific neocortex.

We hypothesized that the co-opted enhancers likely regulated genes in the gen-

eral forebrain before gaining a specific role in the neocortex. This hypothesis implies

more generally that the signals and transcription factors that pattern the neocortex

were modified from those that patterned the ancient forebrain. Eleven of 21 tested ze-

brafish orthologs of candidate mouse enhancers drive reporter activity in the zebrafish

forebrain, demonstrating that neocortex enhancers respond to deeply conserved sig-

nals for patterning the forebrain. We expect that most organs, including recently

evolved ones, rely on ancient signals and enhancers to pattern their development.

While enhancers generally are regarded as tissue-restricted and modular, our anal-

ysis clearly shows that many enhancers are active in multiple tissues and at multiple

timepoints. We observed that pleiotropic candidate enhancers – those bound by p300

in multiple tissues – exhibit deeper evolutionary conservation. There are two possible

evolutionary histories for a pleiotropic enhancer. First, the enhancer could have had

multiple functions since its origin, with the deeper conservation explained by greater
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constraint on the multifunctional element. Second, the enhancer could have had a sin-

gle ancestral role and later acquired additional ones. The deeper conservation would

then be explained as a side effect of it being easier to add functionality to an existing

enhancer than to create one de novo. As the neocortex is a novel mammalian struc-

ture, the latter is the more likely history for deeply conserved neocortex enhancers.

This recapitulates a general observation about ancient enhancers, in which a core

activating element is conserved and then supplemented in a clade-specific manner to

serve multiple, precise functions [100].

ChIP-seq is a powerful, high-throughput tool to catalog the enhancers active in

a tissue, but a simple enumeration does not explain how development is regulated

through the enhancers. In contrast, genetic perturbation experiments, such as gene

knockouts, identify gene to gene regulatory relationships but are low-throughput and

unable to identify the genomic enhancers that mediate regulatory interactions. In

fact, genetic perturbations can not differentiate between direct and indirect genetic

effects. Here we illustrate how analysis of candidate enhancers with accurate compu-

tational transcription factor binding site prediction provides a high-throughput tool

to derive putative genetic regulatory networks of direct interactions. We provide an

example using the motif for Rbpj to identify 7 candidate target genes involved in

Notch signaling. When deployed en masse, this approach will generate an extensive

network of regulatory interactions active in any assayed tissue. While ChIP-seq of

every relevant transcription factor in every tissue is beyond the current and conceiv-

able reach of technology, computational analysis of ChIP-seq for a small number of

enhancer associated marks could provide a rich picture of developmental regulatory

networks. Knowledge of the regulatory networks will in turn inform our understand-

ing of neocortex disease and evolution.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

More of the functional sequence in the human genome is devoted to cis-regulatory

elements, which control when during development and where in the body genes are

active, than is in protein coding genes [26, 44]. Cis-regulatory elements have been

connected to human disease and evolution [43, 64, 77], but the function of most

cis-regulatory elements in the human genome is unannotated, and the grammatical

rules for how regulatory function is encoded in DNA sequence are unknown. This

dissertation describes two efforts to improve the annotation of cis-regulatory elements

in the human genome.

Chapter 3 describes a breadth-based approach to annotate many regulatory el-

ements (Figure 3.3A). It introduces a novel “excess conservation” score to identify

transcription factor binding sites conserved across species (Figure 3.1A). The score

explicitly compares the conservation of a motif match to that of the surrounding

basepairs. Binding site prediction with the excess conservation score outperforms

state of the art methods for 44 of 47 examined transcription factors (Table A.1).

The PRISM method combines excess conservation binding site prediction with the

GREAT functional analysis method to annotate cis-regulatory elements and gene

regulatory networks in the human and mouse genomes (Figure 3.3A). PRISM was

applied with 332 motifs for 300 unique transcription factors. Across human and

59
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mouse, PRISM annotates 109,748 mostly distal binding sites in regulatory elements

associated with 7,692 different target genes at an overall false discovery rate of 15%.

The predictions span a wide range of biological processes (Figure 3.3E).

Chapter 4 describes a deep look at the cis-regulation of the developing mouse neo-

cortex at embryonic day E14.5. A set of 6,629 candidate neocortex enhancers were

identified using ChIP-seq with an antibody to the enhancer-associated co-activator

protein p300 in E14.5 neocortex tissue (Figure 4.1A). Eight of ten selected candidates

function as neocortex-specific enhancers when tested in transgenic mouse enhancer

assays (Figure 4.2). As a set, the candidate enhancers are enriched near genes ex-

pressed in the E14.5 neocortex and involved in neocortex development (Figure 4.1D).

The candidate enhancers exhibit strong evolutionary conservation (Figure 4.4A). In

fact, 23% of the enhancers are conserved outside of mammals, although the neocortex

is a mammalian-specific structure. This suggests broad co-option of ancient enhancers

for the purpose of patterning the neocortex. In Section 4.2.11, I propose a general

method for deriving gene regulatory networks from sets of tissue-specific enhancers

identified by ChIP-seq. While ChIP-seq in a tissue identifies enhancers associated

with all of the multiple processes occuring simultaneously in the tissue, the combi-

nation of binding site prediction and GREAT functional analysis allows the iden-

tification of function-specific sub-networks (Figure 4.5B). Much as PRISM identifies

coherent regulatory networks from the “mass” of regulation in the full genome, apply-

ing a PRISM-style approach to tissue-specific enhancers reveals small sub-networks

involved in specific processes. An illustrative example of a sub-network centered at

the transcription factor Rbpj demonstrates the concept (Figure 4.5B).

The importance of cis-regulation in development, evolution, and disease has be-

come clear in the genomic era [21, 43, 64, 77]. Comparative genomic analysis has

revealed the vast numbers of regulatory elements in the genome [9, 104], clever appli-

cation of high throughput sequencing in ChIP-seq has enabled the identification of all

regions in a genome that are bound by a particular transcription factor or that have a

particular epigenetic modification [88], and in vivo and in vitro enhancer assays have

helped characterize cis-regulatory function [90]. The computational genomics meth-

ods outlined in this dissertation extend such approaches in three important directions.
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First, sequence-based computational approaches are not severely limited by practical

challenges like the number of cells in a population of interest or the duration for

which a cell population persists (though partial annotation of such populations does

limit GREAT-based analysis). While a full experimental study of gene regulation in

development would conceptually require separate experiments in many tissues and

at many timepoints, computational approaches enable the study of the full process

as it is encoded in the genome. Second, computational approaches can extend the

simple enumeration of regions from ChIP-seq into regulatory networks that pinpoint

direct regulatory connections between transcription factors and target genes through

cis-regulatory elements. Third, computational analysis allows study of cis-regulatory

evolution that is not readily examined experimentally. Along with new experimental

approaches, computational analysis promises to continue to improve our understand-

ing of cis-regulatory elements and their role in human development, disease, and

evolution.

5.2 Future work

5.2.1 PRISM

The PRISM approach relies on the availability of transcription factor motifs, accurate

binding site prediction, and effective functional enrichment analysis of sets of cis-

regulatory regions. There are opportunities to extend and improve all three aspects.

The PRISM screen utilizes a large set of 332 quality motifs representing 300 tran-

scription factors, and new methods for charactering transcription factor binding pref-

erences (e.g. protein binding microarrays) promise to make many additional motifs

available in the near future [10]. Currently available motifs are particularly lacking

for the largest family of transcription factors in the human genome – the C2H2 zinc

fingers ( Figure 3.2A). As that family has rapidly expanded in the human lineage and

has been understudied [33, 86], approaches such as PRISM could reveal many novel

and interesting connections once the motifs are characterized. In this way, PRISM
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serves as an example of how combining a relatively rapid and inexpensive experimen-

tal assay (PBM) with a computational method (PRISM) can guide time-consuming

and expensive experimental studies (e.g. gene knockouts, transgenic enhancer assays).

The excess conservation score identifies binding sites that are conserved more

than surrounding basepairs. Thus, it misses true binding sites in both highly con-

served regions (which do not stand out against the surroundings) and non-conserved,

lineage-specific binding sites. While better methods could improve the sensitivity of

conservation-based binding site prediction, the ultimate solution is to enable effective

single-species binding site prediction through a better understanding of cis-regulatory

grammars and transcription factor combinatorics. Transcription factor motifs are

short and match many more regions in the human genome than are bound by the

transcription factor. Cross-species comparison is a tool to identify a subset of motif

matches that are likely to be functional binding sites [120]. An understanding of

transcription factor interactions, and thus the longer and more information rich mo-

tif of the resulting complex, would reduce the noise in single-species prediction and

eventually eliminate the need to employ cross-species comparisons. A second option

is to employ other data in addition to sequence. ChIP-seq, DNAse I open chromatin

data, and other data sets highlight regions of the genome that are likely to function

as regulatory elements in a particular tissue. Such data focus on the relevant regions

of the vast genome and thus remove much of the noise in binding site prediction.

Such experimental data is most informative for the tissue on which the experiment

was performed, but the discovery of marks for poised regulatory elements suggests

that an assay in one tissue is sometimes informative for others [28].

The GREAT functional enrichment analysis method has proven to be effective

for the analysis of a variety of ChIP-seq data sets [68, 96, 122], and PRISM employs

it effectively to annotate sets of binding site predictions. GREAT relies on the rich

annotation of gene function and lifts annotation from genes to associated genomic

regions. This approach has been necessary due to the lack of annotation of non-

coding loci in the genome. However, recent advances in ChIP-seq and other assays

have begun to provide direct, rich annotation of non-coding loci. This enables a

different type of statistical test to infer the function of a set of regulatory elements.
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Rather than examining the annotations of the genes nearby the regulatory elements,

it now is possible to examine the direct annotation of the elements [23]. I apply an

initial version of this approach in Chapter 4 by examining the overlap of the candidate

neocortex enhancers with annotated sets of genomic regions including DNAse I open

chromatin regions and other p300 ChIP-seq datasets. Approaches to identify genome-

wide correlations of genomic regions will supplement approaches such as GREAT that

depend on gene annotation.

5.2.2 Gene regulatory networks in neocortex and beyond

Both functional and computational genomics have advantages, and I argue that a syn-

thesis of both is needed to characterize gene regulatory networks in high-throughput.

In this dissertation, I propose just such a synthesis. Functional genomics ChIP-seq

assays using antibodies to general marks of cis-regulatory elements provide a catalog

of active regulatory elements. Analyzing the catalogs with the computational tools

developed for PRISM begins to build regulatory networks that identify how genes in-

teract to regulate neocortex development. I illustrate the approach with a regulatory

network centered on the transcription factor Rbpj.

To extend the proposed approach beyond a single transcription factor will require

the development of appropriate null models for functional enrichment and network

connectivity. GREAT analysis of binding site predictions in active regulatory ele-

ments must account for the fact that the highlighted regulatory elements have an

underlying functional bias as a result of being identified in tissue-specific ChIP-seq.

As a first approach, the GREAT analysis could be modified to consider a partial

genome of the active regulatory regions. Rather than having a null hypothesis that

the binding sites are randomly distributed in the genome, the null hypothesis would

assume that the binding sites are randomly distributed in the highlighted regula-

tory elements. Alternatively, the enrichments obtained with real transcription factor

motifs could be compared to those for shuffled motifs. Shuffled motifs would also

provide an appropriate null model for network connectivity. I expect the biological

networks to have distinct structure compared to networks built from shuffled motifs.
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Presumably, the biological networks will be more highly connected.

The similarity of binding preferences for paralogous transcription factors presents

an important challenge in motif-based study of gene regulatory elements. The se-

quence of individual binding sites does not differentiate between transcription factors

with identical or nearly identical motifs. Gene expression data, such as RNA-seq,

would help to eliminate factors that are not expressed in the tissue under analysis.

This becomes even more powerful as the sub-networks become more precise and high-

light specific sub-structures with specific genes expression profiles. Protein-protein

interaction data also promises to help resolve ambiguity. Adjacent binding sites in a

cis-regulatory element are more likely to be for interacting proteins. Thus, even for

two ambiguous binding sites, protein-protein interaction data would trim the options

to a smaller set of interacting transcription factor pairs. In somes cases, it might not

be possible to determine which member of a transcription factor paralog family is

binding to a particular site. Presenting ambiguous network predictions to a domain

expert will enable the expert to apply his or her experience and intuition to hypothe-

size which transcription factor is the likely relevant one. Lastly, the ambiguity might

in fact represent true biology in that the site is occupied in vivo by multiple factors.

The sensitivity and specificity of ChIP-seq approaches to identify cis-regulatory el-

ements in a tissue are still unknown. For p300, current estimates suggest that around

80% of the highlighted elements are active cis-regulatory elements and that perhaps

20% of all active cis-regulatory elements are marked [112]. It is also unknown how the

marks change over development, specifically how long the marks persist after being

applied. Combining multiple assays for separate enhancer marks at separate time-

points will help provide an answer by examining the overlap of different marks across

timepoints. A high throughput, inexpensive enhancer assay will also be important to

examine sensitivity and specificity. Ideally, hundreds of putative enhancers would be

examined to determine how activity correlates with epigenetic modifications.

The study of neocortex development, while inherently interesting, is in many ways

a case study for combining functional and computational genomics to study gene reg-

ulation. Once techniques have been refined, similar approaches could be applied

to study other developing tissues. This dissertation demonstrates how combining
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experimental data with novel computational methods empowers high throughput ap-

proaches that extend beyond what can be achieved with experiment of computation

alone.



Appendix A

Supplemental material for

Chapter 3

Figure A.1: The addition of species fragments a multiple alignment. (A) The multiple
alignment format (MAF) represents a multiple alignment as a sequence of alignment blocks. A new
block begins whenever a species is added to or dropped from the aligning sequence. In this example,
a single human-rhesus alignment block is broken into three by the addition of aligning sequence from
mouse. (B) For human-based alignments from UCSC, the number of alignment blocks increases and
average block length decreases as more species are included. Shorter alignment blocks often fragment
binding sites (Figure A.2), leading to missed predictions in standard approaches (Figure A.3).
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Figure A.2: The PRISM binding site prediction method is robust to challenging techni-
calities in multiple alignments. (A) Conservation-based methods that work exclusively within
alignment blocks ignore binding sites that span blocks. Our approach is robust to fragmentation (see
Methods in 3.3). (B) Conceptually, the distance between a binding site in an aligning species and
the reference is independent of other species. Yet, insertions in third-party species add gap columns
to a multiple alignment and exaggerate local misalignments in alignment space. To overcome the
effect of third-party species, we measure the length of a shift in genomic coordinates rather than
alignment coordinates.
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Figure A.3: Robust PRISM binding site prediction preserves confirmed binding sites.
The fraction of binding site predictions confirmed by overlap with a ChIP-seq peak that would be
lost due to multiple alignment issues without our robust implementation would reach 30% for an
expected alignment of 100 mammals (linear extrapolation). Predictions are summed over the 47
analyzed ENCODE ChIP-seq sets (Table A.2).
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Figure A.4: Optimizing the run time of binding site prediction. (A) The goal of conserved
binding site prediction is to identify binding sites in the reference species using supporting evidence
from alignment to other species. Shown is an example window from a multiple alignment with a
single motif match in the human sequence. It is only necessary to search for matches to the motif in
the aligning species for a relatively small window around the reference match, with the illustration
allowing a shift of the start position of up to 10 basepairs. (B) PRISM allows a shift size of 20
basepairs, for which the optimization eliminates 90.4% of the computation in related species across
all motifs. The variation across motifs reflects how frequently each motif matches in the human
genome. Whiskers denote 1.5 interquartile distances beyond the upper and lower quartiles. (C)
The optimization results in a much reduced runtime to generate the full set of PRISM results and
makes it practical to investigate a larger set of motifs.
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Figure A.5: Transcription factor motifs span a four-fold range of information content
specificities. The motifs in our transcription factor motif library (Fig. 2A) display a broad range
of specificities as measured by information content, which the excess conservation score implicitly
considers, typically requiring deeper conservation for more degenerate motifs (Figure A.8).
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Figure A.6: Shuffled motifs serve as a null model. We generated shuffled motifs by permuting
motif columns while preserving critical properties (see Methods in 3.3). Shown are the GLI2 motif
and example rejected and accepted shuffles.
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Figure A.7: Number of shuffled motifs per transcription factor motif. (A) We attempted
to create ten shuffled versions of each transcription factor motif (Figure A.6). Most motifs (249 of
332; 75%) produce a complete set of ten shuffles. (B) For some motifs, such as HOXA1, it is not
possible to generate ten unique shuffles due to degeneracy in the motif.
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Figure A.8: Excess conservation score measures the statistical significance of binding
site conservation, accounting for genomic context and motif properties. (A) Excess
conservation score as a function of Bayesian branch length (motif score) for NFYA across five different
% identify bins (see Methods in 3.3). A given depth of conservation, as measured by Bayesian
branch length, is more impressive, and thus produces a higher excess conservation score in less
conserved neighborhoods than in highly conserved neighborhoods (also see Figure 3.1C). (B) Excess
conservation as a function of Bayesian branch length (motif score) for REST, IRF5, and CEBPA
in the 70% identity region. A given depth of conservation is more impressive for a stronger motif,
such as REST, than for a weaker motif, such as CEBPA (see Figure A.5), as the weak motif is more
tolerant of substitutions and spurious conserved hits are more likely.
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Figure A.9: Most biological context terms are not falsely enriched for shuffled motifs.
(A) For the human genome, the vast majority of terms – 21,901 of the 27,956 (78%) – are not
significant for any of the 2,857 shuffled motifs that we analyzed. We retained only enrichments for
terms with an Expected value ≤ 1 (see Methods in 3.3), which is satisfied by a full 25,466 (91%)
terms. (B) The results are similar for the mouse genome: 19,904 of the 26,656 terms (75%) are not
significant for any shuffled motif, and we retain 23,310 (87%) of terms at an Expected value ≤ 1.
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Figure A.10: Diversity of PRISM predictions in the human genome. For human, PRISM’s
1,658 predicted associations between a transcription factor and a biological role derive from 9 dif-
ferent ontologies that cover a variety of topics, at a false discovery rate of 14.8%.

Figure A.11: Diversity of PRISM predictions in the mouse genome. For mouse, PRISM’s
1,173 predicted associations between a transcription factor and a biological role (A) cover most
major DNA binding domain families, and (B) derive from 8 different ontologies, at a false discovery
rate of 16.1%.
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Figure A.12: PRISM function associations are supported by dozens to hundreds of bind-
ing site and gene targets. (A) Number of binding site and gene targets that support each of the
1,658 PRISM transcription factor role predictions for human. (B) Number of binding site and gene
targets that support each of the 1,173 PRISM transcription factor role predictions for mouse.
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Transcription 
Factor 

Excess 
Conservation 

Bayesian Branch  
Length (BBL) 

Improvement  
Over BBL 

AP2ALPHA 0.039 0.029 35.2% 
AP2GAMMA 0.050 0.038 31.6% 
ATF3 9.9×10-5 7.3×10-5 35.2% 
BATF 0.022 0.018 21.0% 
BCL3 0.006 0.005 20.3% 
BHLHE40 0.035 0.012 193.0% 
CEBPB 0.004 0.005 -20.8% 
CTCF 0.440 0.340 29.3% 
E2F1 0.306 0.292 4.9% 
E2F4 0.352 0.319 10.0% 
E2F6 0.318 0.278 14.6% 
EBF 0.025 0.021 18.2% 
EGR1 0.014 0.008 71.9% 
ESRRA 0.004 0.002 171.7% 
FOS 0.019 0.010 85.1% 
FOSL2 0.035 0.020 77.7% 
FOXP2 1.8×10-4 7.8×10-5 40.9% 
GABP 0.198 0.073 170.5% 
GATA1 0.005 0.003 67.0% 
GR 0.015 0.013 17.9% 
HNF4A 0.012 0.009 33.6% 
HSF1 0.002 0.001 28.5% 
IRF4 0.012 0.010 12.2% 
JUN 0.038 0.035 10.6% 
JUND 0.073 0.052 40.1% 
MAX 0.048 0.022 121.7% 
MYC 0.057 0.025 127.7% 
NFE2 0.020 0.008 133.6% 
NFKB 0.042 0.041 2.3% 
NFYA 0.082 0.013 526.8% 
NFYB 0.079 0.013 514.1% 
NRSF 0.052 0.047 10.3% 
PAX5 0.035 0.023 53.2% 
PBX3 0.0011 0.0012 -5.5% 
POU2F2 0.005 0.002 131.2% 
PU1 0.027 0.019 38.4% 
RXRA 0.011 0.011 7.6% 
SIX5 2.7×10-4 2.5×10-4 4.4% 
SP1 0.044 0.036 22.6% 
SREBP1 0.001 0.0006 56.0% 
SREBP2 0.001 0.0005 67.2% 
SRF 0.025 0.010 144.6% 
STAT1 0.023 0.020 11.2% 
STAT2 0.004 0.003 57.6% 
TCF4 0.008 0.009 -8.9% 
USF1 0.035 0.014 153.1% 
YY1 0.019 0.005 250.1% 
Better performing:  44 3  

Table A.1: Excess conservation improves binding site prediction. Shown is the area under the
Precision-Recall curve for binding site prediction with and without excess conservation adjustment,
as measured by overlap of binding site predictions with ChIP-seq peaks (Table A.2).
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Transcription 
aN elbaT CSCU( teS qes-PIhC EDOCNE fitoM DBD rotcaF me)     

AP2ALPHA AP2 UP00005.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHelas3Ap2alpha 
AP2GAMMA AP2 UP00087.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHelas3Ap2gamma 
ATF3 bZIP UP00103.secondary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562Atf3 
BATF bZIP UP00103.secondary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Gm12878Batf 
BCL3 IPT/TIG MA0105 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Gm12878Bcl3Pcr1xBcl3 
BHLHE40 bHLH UP00050.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Hepg2Bhlhe40Pcr1x 
CEBPB bZIP MA0102 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHepg2CebpbForskln 
CTCF ZnF C2H2 MA0139.1 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2A549CtcfPcr1xDexa 
E2F1 E2F/TDP UP00001.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksMcf7Hae2f1 
E2F4 E2F/TDP UP00001.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562bE2f4 
E2F6 E2F/TDP UP00001.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562bE2f6 
EBF bHLH M00261 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Gm12878Ebf 
EGR1 ZnF C2H2 UP00007.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1K562Egr1 
ESRRA Nuc. rec. UP00079.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHepg2ErraForskln 
FOS bZIP M00199 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqRel2PeaksK562Cfos 
FOSL2 bZIP UP00103.secondary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1Hepg2Fosl2Pcr1x 
FOXP2 Forkhead UP00041.primary wgEncodeHudsonAlphaChipSeqPeaksRep1PFSK1FOXP2_7 
GABP bHLH UP00013.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Helas3Gabp 
GATA1 ZnF GATA UP00032.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqRel2PeaksK562bGata1 
GR Nuc. rec. M00205 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1A549GrPcr1xDex50nm 
HNF4A Nuc. rec. UP00066.secondary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHepg2Hnf4aForskln 
HSF1 Heat shock M00146 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHepg2Hsf1Forskln 
IRF4 IRF UP00018.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Gm12878Irf4 
JUN bZIP M00199 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHuvecCjun 
JUND bZIP UP00103.secondary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHelas3JundRabigg 
MAX bHLH UP00060.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHelas3Max 
MYC bHLH MA0059 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562Ifng6hCmyc 
NFE2 bZIP M00037 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqRel2PeaksK562Nfe2 
NFKB IPT/TIG MA0105 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksGm19099NfkbIggrab 
NFYA Other M00185 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562Nfya 
NFYB Other M00185 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562Nfyb 
REST (NRSF) ZnF C2H2 MA0138 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Htb11Nrsf 
PAX5 Homeo MA0014 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1Gm12878Pax5c20 
PBX3 Homeo MA0070 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Gm12878Pbx3 
POU2F2 POU UP00191 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1Gm12891Pou2f2Pcr1x 
PU1 bHLH UP00085.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1Gm12891Pu1Pcr1x 
RXRA Nuc. rec. UP00053.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Hepg2RxraPcr1x 
SIX5 Homeo UP00199 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2K562Six5 
SP1 ZnF C2H2 MA0079 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Gm12878Sp1Pcr1x 
SREBP1 bHLH M00220 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHepg2Srebp1a 
SREBP2 bHLH M00220 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHepg2Srebp2 
SRF MADS UP00077.primary wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep1Hepg2Srf 
STAT1 STAT M00224 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksHelas3ifngStat1 
STAT2 STAT M00224 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksK562Ifna30Stat2 
TCF4 HMG UP00083.primary wgEncodeYaleChIPseqRel2PeaksHct116Tcf4 
USF1 bHLH MA0093 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqPeaksRep2Hepg2Usf1 
YY1 ZnF C2H2 M00069 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqPeaksNt2d1Yy1 

Table A.2: Motifs used for comparison with ChIP-seq. We compared binding site predic-
tions using transcription factor motifs to the largest ChIP-seq data set from the ENCODE Consor-
tium [26] for 47 transcription factors. For motifs, “UP” specifies UniPROBE [85], “MA” specifies
JASPAR [16], and “M” specifies TransFac [74]. “DBD” DNA binding domain.
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Rank  Gene 

TFBS bps / kb 
of regulatory 
domain  Rank  Gene 

TFBS bps / kb 
of regulatory 
domain 

1 HOXC10 38.6  16 FHL3 28.3 
2 ZFP36 38.6  17 CRLF1 28.0 
3 KIAA1076 38.2  18 MGC29506 27.4 
4 NPH4 37.5  19 HMX2 27.4 
5 HOXC9 36.7  20 HOXA7 26.8 
6 JUNB 35.4  21 HOXB5 26.6 
7 HOXB8 35.3  22 THRA 26.5 
8 HOXA9 33.6  23 SHMT2 26.4 
9 HOXC6 31.9  24 HOXB3 26.3 
10 HOXC8 31.4  25 PPP1R14B 26.1 
11 MIDN 29.8  26 HOXD8 26.0 
12 NLGN2 29.7  27 GJD3 25.9 
13 CIRBP 29.7  28 RARG 25.6 
14 BCL6B 29.6  29 GP1BB 25.1 
15 ZBTB7B 28.8  30 HOXB4 25.1 

Table A.3: The HOX genes are among the most densely regulated human genes. Eleven
of the top 30 human genes by density of PRISM binding site predictions are HOX genes, with
representatives from all four HOX clusters. Predicted binding sites are combined for all 332 motifs in
the PRISM motif library, and only genes with predicted regulatory domains over 10kb are considered.
TFBS: transcription factor binding sites; bps: basepairs; kb: 1,000 basepairs. Yellow highlighting:
HOX gene.
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InterPro 
identifier InterPro domain description p-value 

 InterPro 
identifier InterPro domain description p-value 

IPR017970 Homeobox, conserved site 2.52×10-25  IPR001715 Calponin-like actin-binding 1.37×10-7 
IPR020479 01×78.4 noiger ,xoboemoH -24  IPR011009 Protein kinase-like domain 1.61×10-7 
IPR001356 01×70.4 xoboemoH -20  IPR013761 Sterile alpha motif-type 1.79×10-7 
IPR009057 01×52.8 ekil-niamodoemoH -18  IPR000536 Nuclear hormone receptor, ligand-

binding, core 
1.81×10-7 

IPR012287 01×81.1 detaler-niamodoemoH -16  IPR001723 Steroid hormone receptor 1.81×10-7 
IPR001827 Homeobox protein, antennapedia type, 

conserved site 
8.89×10-15  IPR008946 Nuclear hormone receptor, ligand-

binding 
1.81×10-7 

IPR004827 Basic-leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription 
factor 

1.54×10-12  IPR016146 Calponin-homology 1.86×10-7 

IPR001092 Helix-loop-helix DNA-binding domain 1.46×10-11  IPR014756 Immunoglobulin E-set 2.71×10-7 
IPR011598 Helix-loop-helix DNA-binding 7.14×10-11  IPR001628 Zinc finger, nuclear hormone receptor-

type 
2.85×10-7 

IPR008967 p53-like transcription factor, DNA-binding 9.27×10-10  IPR008957 Fibronectin type III domain 3.27×10-7 
IPR001781 01×62.1 epyt-MIL ,regnif cniZ -9  IPR001627 Semaphorin/CD100 antigen 1.01×10-6 
IPR003961 01×16.1 III epyt ,nitcenorbiF -9  IPR020685 Tyrosine-protein kinase 1.24×10-6 
IPR017441 Protein kinase, ATP binding site 3.04×10-9  IPR020635  Tyrosine-protein kinase, catalytic 

domain 
1.99×10-6 

IPR017995 Homeobox protein, antennapedia type 5.27×10-9 01×13.2 dlof ekil-nixelP 102610RPI  -6 
IPR011616 bZIP transcription factor, bZIP-1 1.21×10-8  IPR001660 Sterile alpha motif 2.65×10-6 
IPR013088  Zinc finger, NHR/GATA-type 2.20×10-8  IPR005816 Secreted growth factor Wnt protein 3.15×10-6 
IPR000719 Protein kinase, catalytic domain 3.22×10-8  IPR018161 Secreted growth factor Wnt protein, 

conserved site 
3.15×10-6 

IPR010993 Sterile alpha motif homology 5.34×10-8  01×23.3 stE 814000RPI -6 
IPR001849 01×63.9 ygolomoh nirtskcelP -8  IPR003659 Plexin/semaphorin/integrin 3.47×10-6 
IPR008917 Eukaryotic transcription factor, Skn-1-like, 

DNA-binding 
9.81×10-8 01×82.4 fitom 2HS 089000RPI  -6 

IPR011991 Winged helix-turn-helix transcription repressor 
DNA-binding 

1.10×10-7     

Table A.4: Transcription factor gene families are highly regulated. Many of the InterPro [45]
domains with the densest upstream regulation are transcription factor domains. Individual human
genes were ranked by the fraction of basepairs in the gene regulatory domain that include a PRISM
binding site prediction. For each InterPro term, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to determine
whether the genes with the term have surprisingly dense regulatory domains. All significant families
(Bonferroni corrected p-value < 0.05) are shown. Yellow highlighting: transcription factor DNA
binding domain.
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SNP 
GWAS 

Phenotype 
PRISM Binding 

Site  
Risk Allele Effect 
on Binding Site Nearest Genes 

rs445 white blood cell 
count MYB, MYBL1 

 

↓ CDK6 (+55kb), 
PEX1 (-251kb) 

rs339331 prostate cancer HOXA13, 
HOXC13 

 

 RFX6 (+12kb), 
VGLL2 (-377kb) 

rs356220 Parkinson’s 
disease NKX2-4 ↔ SNCA (+117kb), 

TIGD2 (+607kb) 

rs599839 
coronary heart 
disease, LDL 
cholesterol 

SPDEF ↔ PSRC1 (+4kb), 
CELSR2 (+30kb) 

rs909116 breast cancer 
ESR1, ESRRA, 
HNF4A, NR2F2, 

RXRA 
 

 TNNT3 (+1kb), 
MRPL23 (-27kb) 

rs960089 cognitive 
performance MSX2 ↔ NSMAF (-136kb), 

TOX (+323kb) 

rs1265879 cognitive test 
performance TCF3  CDKL1 (+5kb), 

STP5S (+99kb) 

rs2222328 waist 
circumference OSR2 ↔ SCHIP1 (+268kb), 

IL12A (-447kb) 

rs2314398 bipolar disorder TFAP2B ↔ LMAN2L (-8kb), 
CNNM4 (-13kb) 

rs10490775 Fuch’s corneal 
dystrophy RXRA ↔ FEZF2 (+322kb), 

PTPRG (+489kb) 

rs10508517 diastolic blood 
pressure SIX2, SIX3 

 

 RSU1 (-138kb), 
CUBN (+174kb) 

rs11072089 
bipolar 

disorder, 
schizophrenia 

HOXC10  KIF23 (-57kb), 
PAQR5 (+59kb) 

rs11108495 weight IRF5  PCTK2 (-14kb), 
NEDD1 (-493kb) 

rs12917707 chronic kidney 
disease 

SREBF1, 
BHLHE40 

 

 UMOD (-4kb) 

rs12913832 hair color, 
eye color MEIS1, MEIS3 ↔ OCA2 (-21kb), 

HERC2 (+202kb) 

↓

↓

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

Table A.5: PRISM identifies conserved binding sites that overlap 15 GWAS phenotype-
associated SNPs. PRISM identifies potentially causative binding sites affected by phenotype-
associated SNPs. The risk allele either disrupts (down arrow), introduces (up arrow), or has little
effect (horizontal arrow) on the predicted binding site.
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Ontology Biological role p-value Fold Genes  Binding sites 
×6.2  ytivitca lennahc noitac noitcnuF raluceloM OG 10-15   2.1   94   131  

 01×9.2  ytivitca lennahc detag -15   2.0   105   147  

 01×5.1  ytivitca lennahc noi detag-egatlov -11   2.1   65   95  

 voltage-gated cation channel activity  7.8×10-10   2.2   56   77  

 01×5.2  ytivitca lennahc muissatop -9   2.2   49   73  
3  tropsnart rettimsnartoruen ssecorP lacigoloiB OG .6×10-14   3.4   30   55  

 secretion by cell  9.2×10-12   2.2   55   93  

 secretion  1.6×10-11   2.0   69   110  

 01×6.2  tropsnart noi muissatop -9   2.1   53   79  

 01×1.1  noiterces rettimsnartoruen -8   3.4   14   31  
GO Cellular Component synaptic vesicle  7.3×10-9   2.6   28   49  

 01×9.7  xelpmoc lennahc noitac -9   2.2   51   69  

 01×3.1  enarbmem elcisev citpanys -8   3.2   21   33  

 01×7.9  enarbmem elcisev detaoc nirhtalc -8   2.5   26   42  

 01×8.1  elcisev detaoc-nirhtalc -7   2.0   36   63  
.8  noissimsnart citpanys lamronba sepytonehP esuoM 8×10-31   2.1   172   269  

 abnormal CNS synaptic transmission  9.6×10-27   2.1   149   234  

 abnormal excitatory postsynaptic currents  1.4×10-15   2.8   45   79  

 01×6.4  noitpecicon /hcuot lamronba -13   2.2   74   104  

 abnormal miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents  3.5×10-12   3.5   26   44  
PANTHER Pathway Ionotropic glutamate receptor pathway  8.4×10-7   2.5   21   36  

 01×4.4  gnikciffart elcisev citpanyS -6   3.4   13   20  
Pathway Commons Interaction between L1 and Ankyrins  5.5×10-6   8.7   6   8  

 01×5.1  noissimsnarT citpanyS -5   2.2   24   35  

 Transmission across Chemical Synapses  3.2×10-5   2.2   22   33  
BioCyc Pathway -         
TreeFam -         
HGNC Gene Families KCN, KV  2.2×10-5   2.4   21   29  

 CACN  2.4×10-5   3.9   8   14  

Table A.6: GREAT enrichments for REST ChIP-seq binding sites. Shown are the biological
role enrichments that satisfy GREAT default statistical significant thresholds for 1,712 REST ChIP-
seq binding sites from human Jurkat T cells [110]. At most five significant results are shown per
ontology.
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Ontology Biological role p-value Fold Genes  Binding 
sites 

GO Molecular Function structural constituent of rib 01×5 .1  emoso -27  3.3   104   118  

 01×2.4  gnidnib nietorp dedlofnu -9   2.5   49   54  

 translation factor activity, nucleic acid binding  4.5×10-9  2.3  56  60 

 01×3.6  ytivitca rotcaf noitaitini noitalsnart -9   2.9   36   41  

 01×3.1  gnidnib nietorpoelcunobir -8   4.0   24   25  
GO Biological Process RNA processing  1.3×10-39   2.2   298   342  

 translation  4.1×10-36   2.7   185   205  

 01×3.9  ssecorp cilobatem ANRcn -29   2.9   130   145  

 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis  2.1×10-26   2.8   131   142  

 ncRNA processing  3.4×10-25   3.0   109   122  
.1  xelpmoc nietorpoelcunobir tnenopmoC ralulleC OG 5×10-57   2.6   302   351  

 ribosome  6.2×10-27   2.8   129   146  

 ribosomal subunit  2.9×10-23   3.4   81   92  

 01×5.1  xelpmoc lamosoecilps -19   2.8   86   102  

 01×9.1  tinubus lamosobir egral -17   4.1   48   55  
Mouse Phenotypes -         
PANTHER Pathway General transcription by RNA polymerase I  3.3×10-6   6.1   10   11  

 Transcription regulation by bZIP transcription factor  1.2×10-5   2.7   23   26  
Pathway Commons mRNA Splicing  3.5×10-60   4.2   164   192  

 01×5.3  yawhtaP rojaM - gnicilpS ANRm -60   4.2   164   192  

 Transcription  2.8×10-50   3.2   196   223  

 01×7.1  yrevocer dna tserra noitagnolE -49   4.2   142   161  

 Pausing and recovery of elongation  1.7×10-49   4.2   142   161  
01×3.1  yawhtap gnigrahc ANRt yawhtaP cyCoiB -4   2.4   21   24  

TreeFam Zinc finger protein  1.0×10-18   22.8   16   18  
HGNC Gene Families MRPL  3.1×10-16   5.1   33   40  

 PSM  8.6×10-11   4.6   21   28  

 ZSCANK  2. 2×10-7   5.5   12   15  

 PSM, ATP, AATP  3.7×10-7   12.6   6   8  

 DDX  3.7×10-5   2.4   22   28  

 

Table A.7: GREAT enrichments for GABPA ChIP-seq binding sites. Shown are the biolog-
ical role enrichments that satisfy GREAT default statistical significant thresholds for 3,585 GABPA
ChIP-seq binding sites from human Jurkat T cells [110]. At most five significant results are shown
per ontology.
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seneG dloF eulav-p elor lacigoloiB ygolotnO  Binding 
sites 

GO Molecular Function -         
GO Biological Process -         

01×7.4  noteleksotyc nitca tnenopmoC ralulleC OG -9   2.8   37   42  
Mouse Phenotypes -         

01×4.1  esaesid notgnitnuH yawhtaP REHTNAP -6   3.2   16   23  
Pathway Commons Downstream signaling in naive CD8+ T cells  3.4×10-7   5.6   9   14  

 TCR signaling in naive CD8+ T cells  1.0×10-6   3.5   16   21  

 TNF receptor signaling pathway  2.8×10-5   2.1   25   35  

 01×3.3  gnilangis detaidem-1K6S -4   12.5   4   4  

 01×6.4  gnilangis detaidem-SRI -4   3.7   9   10  
BioCyc Pathway -         
TreeFam FOSL2/JDP2/FOS/FOSL1/FOSB./ATF3  9.2×10-9   28.1   5   7  
HGNC Gene Families -         

Table A.8: GREAT enrichments for SRF ChIP-seq binding sites. Shown are the biological
role enrichments that satisfy GREAT default statistical significant thresholds for 556 SRF ChIP-
seq binding sites from human Jurkat T cells [110]. At most five significant results are shown per
ontology.

seneG dloF eulav-p elor lacigoloiB ygolotnO  Binding sites 
01×2.1  gnidnib DAMS noitcnuF raluceloM OG -5   2.2   17   36  

 protein phosphatase binding  7.5×10-4   2.1   18   25  
01×0.9  tnempoleved atnecalp ssecorP lacigoloiB OG -9   2.4   31   56  

 embryonic placenta development  4.1×10-8   2.6  24   44  

 01×2.1  ecnanetniam llec mets -7   2.9   19   34  

 01×8.1  noitaitnereffid llec mets -7   2.5   22   43  

 01×4.2  tnempoleved llec mets -7   2.6   20   37  
01×7.6  xelpmoc ninetac tnenopmoC ralulleC OG -7   4.2   6   18  

Mouse Phenotypes abnormal placenta development  1.5×10-13   2.1   57   116  

 abnormal trophoblast layer morphology  1.3×10-11   2.5   36   71  

 extramedullary hematopoiesis  3.2×10-10   2.4   38   68  

 abnormal placenta junctional zone morphology  7.9×10-10   3.1   21   41  

 abnormal spongiotrophoblast layer morphology  2.1×10-9   3.0   20   40  
PANTHER Pathway Interferon-gamma signaling pathway  6.3×10-13   5.3   15   30  
Pathway Commons IL2-mediated signaling events  5.5×10-12   2.7   34   63  

IL6-mediated signaling events  2.6×10-9   2.9   19   43  
TCR signaling in naive CD8+ T cells  4.0×10-8   2.2   38   57  
FAS (CD95) signaling pathway  1.3×10-7   2.1   37   61  

01×9.4  yawhtap maertsnwod 6frA -6   2.1   32   46  
BioCyc Pathway -         
TreeFam -         

Table A.9: GREAT enrichments for Stat3 ChIP-seq binding sites. Shown are the biological
role enrichments that satisfy GREAT default statistical significant thresholds for 1,568 Stat3 ChIP-
seq binding sites from mouse embryonic stem cells [22]. At most five significant results are shown
per ontology.
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Ontology Human 
Annotations 

Mouse 
Annotations 

BioCyc Pathway 1,763 2,118 

GO Biological Process 510,246 448,014 

GO Cellular Component 227.019 193,981 

GO Molecular Function 149,630 140,349 

HGNC Gene Families 5,513 - 

Mouse Phenotypes 371,838 381,037 

PANTHER Pathway 4,841 4,742 

Pathway Commons 71,804 62,131 

TreeFam 16,756 17,219 

Total 1,132,618 1,249,591 

Table A.10: GREAT ontologies used by PRISM. Annotations is the number of distinct term-
to-gene pairs in the ontology.

Known Transcription Factor Biological Roles  Experimental Support in Literature  
Mostly Novel Target Genes and 

Binding Site Predictions  

Transcription 
Factor  Species  Ontology  

PRISM Biological 
Role Selected citation  

PRISM 
Target 
Genes 

PRISM 
Binding 
Sites  p-value  Fold  

MEF2A Human GO Cellular 
Component 

contractile fiber “Cardiomyocytes from viable Mef2a-/- mutants at P5 exhibited pronounced 
myofibrillar fragmentation and disorganization compared with control mice.” 
(Naya et al. 2002) 

65 128 
1.22×10-13 

2.1 

Myod1 Mouse GO Biological 
Process 

striated muscle 
tissue development 

“…MyoD1 plays a primary role in the commitment of primitive mesenchymal cells 
to a striated muscle lineage.” (Parham et al. 1994) 

80 236 4.59×10-23 2.0 

MYOG Human Mouse 
Phenotypes 

abnormal muscle 
development 

“Myogenin [MYOG] (−/−) and MRF4 [MYF6]  (−/−) mouse embryos… are 
deficient in differentiated muscles.” (Pownall et al. 2002) 

51 146 2.81×10-25 2.7 

MYF5 Human GO Cellular 
Component 

myosin complex “Myf5, and the calcineurin pathway activate the developmental myosin heavy 
chain genes.” (Beylkin et al. 2006) 

36 59 8.31×10-8 2.2 

MYF6 Human Mouse 
Phenotypes 

abnormal muscle 
development 

“Myogenin [MYOG] (−/−) and MRF4 [MYF6]  (−/−) mouse embryos… are 
deficient in differentiated muscles.” (Pownall et al. 2002) 

42 110 3.27×10-11 2.0 

 

Table A.11: PRISM offers excellent depth of coverage for the muscle differentiation
network and highlights nuanced functions of key factors. Shown is the top muscle related
term and citation of experimental support for each of five main regulators of muscle differentiation.
PRISM extends current knowledge of the muscle differentiation network by identifying many novel
relevant target genes and binding sites for each transcription factor.
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Figure B.1: In vitro transfection of dissociated cortical neurons approximates in vivo
enhancer activity. (A) Enhancer activity in dissociated E14.5 cortical neurons. gray: negative
control elements randomly selected from the genome; green: positive in vivo; red: negative in vivo;
black line: 2 fold empty vector, the cutoff to call a positive enhancer element (B) Agreement between
in vivo mouse transgenic enhancer assay and in vitro cortical neuron transfection assay. All elements
that function as enhancers in vitro also are positive in vivo.
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Element Genomic Coordinates (mm9)
eltA chr9:118,236,674-118,237,901
eltB chr1:57,386,010-57,387,590
eltC chr11:98,144,466-98,146,103
eltD chr2:61,588,525-61,590,055
eltE chr5:132,277,438-132,278,862
eltF chr13:47,508,530-47,509,889
eltG chr3:18,643,303-18,644,789
eltH chr5:132,504,807-132,506,235
eltI chr6:143,387,503-143,388,486
eltJ chr12:108,454,032-108,454,724

negctrlT chr18:76,976,654-76,977,772
negctrlU chr11:15,019,789-15,021,400
negctrlV chr4:142,134,795-142,136,312
negctrlW chr11:63,723,196-63,724,604
negctrlX chr10:21,516,932-21,518,391
negctrlY chr14:76,694,740-76,696,003
negctrlZ chr15:95,074,004-95,075,437

Table B.1: Selected enhancer candidates. Genomic coordinates (mm9) of the neocortex p300
peaks selected to test for enhancer activity.
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